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Abstract 

 

Recent advances in high resolution topography, geochronology and satellite geodesy 

techniques have provided datasets and tools that can be used to investigate the spatio- 

temporal patterns of deformation and erosion in mountain landscapes. These datasets 

are critical ingredients for constraining and mitigating geologic hazards which are also 

spatial and/or temporal in nature. By compiling and displaying datasets related to 

Quaternary faulting in a relational database and results from statistical analysis of fault 

slip rate data, this dissertation aims at refining the tectonic evolution of the Himalaya-

Tibet orogen and the surrounding regions, with an emphasis on resolving spatial and 

temporal variations in deformation rates. Similarly, this dissertation investigates temporal 

variations in post-glacial erosion and the role of rockfalls in the evolution of a deglaciated 

valley in the European Alps. This is achieved using frequency-magnitude statistics. 

The relational database displays >1,000 Quaternary fault traces, with fault 

parameters for 123 Quaternary faults, and >34,000 earthquakes within the India-Asia 

collision zone. Nearly all regions of high seismicity overlap with where Quaternary faults 

have been mapped. However, not all faulted areas within these regions show high levels 

of seismicity. Displaying faults with paleoseismic records and/or slip rate data highlights 

regions that are capable of producing large earthquakes. The analysis of 57 

Quaternary/Global Positioning System (GPS) slip rate pairs for 19 Quaternary faults from 

the database suggest that a moderate percentage (71%) of the total variation in the 

Quaternary slip rates can be statistically explained by a linear relationship between the 

GPS and Quaternary rates. The remaining 29% may be due to other factors such as 

temporal variations in slip rates over timescales individual methods are sensitive to and/or 

methodological shortcomings. In the deglaciated Lauterbrunnen valley, there appears to 

be large temporal variations in rockfall activity since deglaciation. Long timescale (~11 

ka) rockfall inventories indicate higher rates of rockfall activity than intermediate (1 ka) 

and short (5.2 years) timescales as predicted by power-law and terrestrial laser scans 

(TLS) observations, respectively. This is likely due to debuttressing and stress relaxation 

effects after glacial retreat, and/or the influence of frost-shattering due to climatic 

oscillations in the past 11 ka. 

Taken together, results from this study shed light into the kinematics of deformation 

and postglacial erosion rates in mountainous settings. Over large spatial scales, there 

appears to be little temporal variation in deformation rates. Over smaller scales, there are 

large temporal variations in erosion rates. The datasets and methods used in this 

dissertation provide a platform for further investigation of spatio-temporal patterns of 

deformation and erosion in mountain environments, and guide future research by 

identifying where data gaps exist.
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Zusammenfassung 

 

Neueste Fortschritte in Techniken der hochauflösenden Topographie, 

Geochronologie und Satellitengeodäsie haben Datensätze und Instrumente 

hervorgebracht, mit denen die räumlich-zeitlichen Verformungs- und Erosionsmuster in 

Gebirgslandschaften untersucht werden können. Diese Datensätze sind wichtige 

Bestandteile zur Begrenzung und Minderung geologischer Gefahren, die auch räumlicher 

und/oder zeitlicher Natur sind. Diese Arbeit zielt darauf ab, Kenntnisse der tektonischen 

Entwicklung des Himalaya-Tibet-Orogens und der umliegenden Regionen zu verfeinern, 

insbesondere in Bezug auf räumliche und zeitliche Schwankungen in Deformationsraten. 

Dies gelingt durch die Zusammenstellung und Darstellung von Datensätzen zu quartären 

Störungen in einer relationalen Datenbank und durch Ergebnisse aus der statistischen 

Analyse von Daten zu Relativbewegungsraten an Störungen. Gleichermaßen untersucht 

diese Arbeit zeitliche Schwankungen der postglazialen Erosion und den Einfluss von 

Steinschlägen auf die Entwicklung eines kürzlich eisfrei gewordenen Tals in den 

europäischen Alpen. Dies wird mit Magnituden-Häufigkeits-Statistik erreicht. 

Die relationale Datenbank zeigt >1.000 quartäre Störungsspuren mit 

Störungsparametern für 123 quartäre Störungen und >34.000 Erdbeben innerhalb der 

Kollisionszone von Indien mit Asien. Nahezu alle Regionen mit hoher Seismizität 

überschneiden sich mit Gebieten, in denen quartäre Störungen kartiert wurden. Es 

weisen jedoch nicht alle Störungsgebiete auch eine hohe Seismizität auf. Bei der 

Darstellung von Störungen mit vorhandenen paläoseismischen Daten und/oder 

Relativbewegungsraten werden Regionen hervorgehoben, in denen große Erdbeben 

auftreten könnten. Die Analyse von 19 Störungen, an denen es insgesamt 57 Paare von 

quartären und GPS-bestimmten Relativbewegungsraten gibt, hat ergeben, dass ein 

mäßiger Prozentsatz (71%) der gesamten Schwankung in den quartären 

Relativbewegungsraten statistisch durch eine lineare Beziehung zwischen den GPS-

bestimmten und den quartären Raten erklärt werden kann. Die restlichen 29% können 

auf andere Faktoren zurückzuführen sein, wie zeitliche Schwankungen in den 

Relativbewegungsraten über Zeiträume, die den Empfindlichkeiten der einzelnen 

Messmethoden entsprechen, oder aber methodische Schwächen. Im geologisch kürzlich 

eisfrei gewordenen Lauterbrunnental scheint es seit dem Gletscherückzug große 

zeitliche Schwankungen der Steinschlagaktivität zu geben. So deuten langfristige 

Steinschlaginventare (über die eisfreie Zeit von ~11 ka) auf höhere Raten der 

Steinschlagaktivität hin als solche, die mittlere (1 ka) und kurze (5,2 Jahre) Zeiträume 

betrachten. Letztere wurden jeweils durch das Potenzgesetz und Beobachtungen mittels 

terrestrischem Laserscanning (TLS) bestimmt. Die Schwankungen in der 

Steinschlagaktivität sind vermutlich auf die fehlende Stützwirkung des zurückweichenden 

Gletschers und Entspannungseffekte nach dem Abschmelzen des Gletschers und/oder 
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den Einfluss von Frostsprengung durch Klimaschwankungen in den letzten 11 ka 

zurückzuführen. 

Zusammenfassend geben die Ergebnisse dieser Studie einen Einblick in 

Verformungskinematik und postglaziale Erosionsraten in Gebirgslagen. Über große 

räumliche Skalen hinweg scheint es wenig zeitliche Schwankungen in Verformungsraten 

zu geben. Im Gegensatz dazu gibt es über kleinere Skalen große zeitliche 

Schwankungen in Erosionsraten. Die Datensätze und Methoden, die in dieser Arbeit 

verwendet werden, stellen eine Basis für die weitere Untersuchung von räumlich-

zeitlichen Mustern der Verformung und Erosion in Gebirgslandschaften dar und steuern 

zukünftige Forschung, indem sie bestehende Datenlücken aufzeigen. 
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1     Introduction 
 

Finding and explaining patterns are something we humans are good at, especially in 

large datasets. Consider the following four global datasets: earthquake locations and 

depths, recent volcanic activity, topography and bathymetry, and seafloor age (Figure 

1.1). Observe each dataset separately, and then together. The eyes are drawn to distinct 

shapes and patterns. Earthquake locations and volcanic activity look like narrow bands 

winding through the continents and oceans. In the oceans, these bands are associated 

with young seafloor age, and often mark the location of young, growing mountains and 

deep ocean trenches. When superimposed on the tectonic plate boundaries map, these 

data relationships become more noticeable. In general, plate boundaries are the scene 

of geologic actions, and what happens at each boundary defines the boundary type and 

the driving processes. When combined, these datasets and other observations reveal and 

explain what we know today as the plate tectonic theory.  

 

When it comes to geologic hazards, looking for patterns and relationships in data is 

not just a catalyst that leads to new discoveries, but has social implications. For example, 

to understand earthquakes and to address earthquake hazards, looking for patterns in 

different datasets not only enhances our understanding of regional- and continental-scale 

tectonics but also can address seismic hazards. Datasets containing Quaternary fault 

locations and large earthquakes can reveal fault systems responsible for major 

earthquakes. Overlaying these datasets with GPS data can help identify structures that 

show ongoing strain accumulation. This information can then be used to assist with 

regional hazard identification and risk assessment. Similarly, rockfall inventories can be 

used to investigate rockfall hazards as well as erosion rates and underlying process 

controls deriving landscape evolution. For example, datasets containing rockfalls of 

known dates and magnitudes can be used to calculate rockfall frequency-magnitude 

relationship and rockwall erosion rates. Together with seismic signal data emitted from 

rockfalls, dynamics of individual events can be further characterized. Ultimately, these 

observations can contribute to rockfall forecasting and risk analysis.  

 

The overarching goal of this dissertation is to contribute to a better understanding of 

how mountain hazards are linked to mountain building processes, continental deformation 

rates and erosion. To achieve this, previously published and new datasets are compiled 

to investigate the spatio-temporal relationships between Quaternary faulting, seismicity, 

and fault slip rates, as well as patterns in rockfall activity over different timescales. Two 

regions are chosen for these investigations: the India-Asia collision orogen and the 

European Alps where mountain hazards such as earthquakes and rockfalls present a 

major issue, particularly in areas of high population density (e.g., alpine valleys). 
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The structure of the dissertation is as follows: section 1 provides background 

information on mountain hazards and previous work related to geohazards in the study 

areas. Section 2 states the hypotheses that are addressed. Section 3 provides 

background information on the methods applied in this dissertation (i.e. relational 

database, correlation analysis, terrestrial laser scanning (TLS), and rockfall frequency 

magnitude calculations). Section 4 includes the results in the form of 3 published papers 

and 1 manuscript in revision. Finally, section 5 summarizes the outcomes, revisits the 

hypotheses and provides suggestions for future work.  

 

1.1   Geohazards in orogens and mountainous regions 

 

A glance at any topographic map of the world shows that most orogens and 

mountainous regions are located along the margins of continents and closely follow the 

distributions of volcanoes, earthquakes, as well as current and former areas of tectonic 

plate collisions (Figure 1.1).  Mountain regions occupy approximately one fifth of the 

Earth’s land surface, and are home to 12% of the world’s population (~720 million people) 

(Schild, 2008). While mountains are beneficial to their habitants, providing rainfall and 

water storage, they are characterized by a wide range of geological and geomorphic 

processes that make their population vulnerable to the impacts of geohazards and climate 

change. Geohazards in mountain regions range from floods, debris flows, landslides and 

rockfalls to earthquakes and volcanic eruptions. Avalanches, permafrost-related hazards 

and glacial lake outburst floods are more unique to high mountain environments.  

 

Mountain hazards are mainly products of steep topographic relief, intense 

precipitation and human activity. For example, the 2015 Nepal earthquake (also known 

as the Gorkha earthquake) with rupture nucleated on the well-studied Main Himalayan 

Thrust took the lives of nearly 9,000 people and triggered at least 25,000 landslides 

throughout the steep Himalayan mountains (Gallen et al., 2017). Villages such as 

Langtang were completely destroyed by avalanches and landslides (Lacroix, 2016). In 

the aftermath of the earthquake, more slope failures occurred as the heavy monsoon 

rainstorms destabilized the already quake-weakened slopes. In addition, other factors 

such as deforestation, road construction, rapid population growth and poorly designed 

structures significantly contributed to the loss of life and assets.    
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Figure 1.1 Global datasets of (a) earthquake 

locations with magnitudes 4 and greater for 

the 1990-1996 period (color indicates depth: 

red 0-33 km, orange 33-70, green 70-300, 

blue 300-700 km), (b) sea floor age in millions 

of years, (c) historically active volcanic 

features, (d) elevation in meters above sea 

level, and (e) tectonic plate boundaries 

shown in black lines. Maps are modified from 

Sawyer et al. (2005). 
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Intimately connected to their environment, mountain communities have historically 

developed cultural and environmental adaptations to geohazards risk (Hewitt and Mehta, 

2012). For example, knowledge about geohazards and approaches for coping with 

earthquakes is evident in indigenous building practices and vernacular architectural styles 

throughout the Himalayan region (Gautam et al., 2016; Kumar and Pushplata, 2013; 

Ortega et al., 2017). However, modernization, urbanization, and shifts in housing 

preference have diminished levels of indigenous hazard knowledge in many communities, 

making them highly vulnerable to geohazards (Gautam et al., 2015; Halvorson and 

Hamilton, 2007). 

The overall risk from geohazards is determined by the combined understanding of 

three factors: hazard, exposure, and vulnerability (Cardona, 2005). To develop effective 

risk models, comprehensive datasets embracing these three factors are required. While 

it is difficult to measure vulnerability (i.e., population’s ability to cope with hazard), the 

intensity and frequency of a natural phenomenon at a given magnitude (hazard) and the 

elements at risk (exposure) can be determined using physical parameters and 

demographic datasets. By compiling datasets of physical parameters related to 

earthquakes and rockfalls, this dissertation investigates the spatial and temporal 

distributions of these hazards within the India-Asia collision orogen and a deglaciated 

alpine valley in the European Alps. This section provides a brief overview of previous 

work related to geohazards in the aforementioned study areas. 

 

1.2   Study Regions   
 

1.2.1   The India-Asia Collision Orogen  
 

The ongoing collision of India with Eurasia since ~50 Ma has created an active 

deformation field that is not only localized near and around plate margins but is also 

observed thousands of kilometers away from the suture zones. This zone of active 

deformation hosts wide orogenic belts and is characterized by complex fault systems, 

folds and intense seismicity (Figure 1.2). GPS measurements of surface displacements 

indicate that the Himalayan arc accommodates nearly half of the total 40-50 mm/yr of 

convergence between India and Eurasia (Bilham et al., 1997; Jouanne et al., 2004). The 

rest of this motion is distributed further north by slips on faults in and around the Tibetan 

Plateau, those located in the Pamir-Hindu Kush and the Tien Shan, as well as active 

structures in the western boundary of the India-Eurasia plate. This widespread 

deformation is evident in the seismic hazard map of Asia, where much of the collision 

zone is subject to high ground shaking levels (Pagani et al., 2018; and Figure 2.2). 
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Figure 1.2 The Himalaya-Tibet orogen and the surrounding region. Earthquakes with M ≥5 
(orange circles) shown for the 1900–2014 period are from ANSS Comcat (2014). Red stars mark 
the location of the deadliest earthquakes for the 1900–2014 period (USGS, 2014). The Alpine-
Himalayan earthquake belt is shown in dashed lines. Figure modified from Mohadjer et al. (2016). 

 

The Alpine-Himalayan earthquake belt (Figure 1.2), the second-most seismically 

active region in the world, is responsible for ~20% of the world’s largest earthquakes. 

Since 1800, the cumulative earthquake fatality in the Himalayan region is about 138,000, 

half of which can be attributed to the 2005 Kashmir earthquake (Bilham, 2019). A more 

recent example is the 2015 Mw 7.8 Gorkha earthquake that resulted in considerable 

damage throughout Kathmandu and central Nepal, leaving ~9,000 dead, 22,000 injured 

and 3.5 million people homeless. In the past 200 years, the regional population has 

increased by a factor of 10, accompanied by an increase in the seismic vulnerability of 

building stock (Bilham, 2019). Therefore, more fatalities are expected in future 

earthquakes in this region.   

Previous studies of the India-Asia collision orogen have produced a large amount of 

data that enhance our understanding of regional- and continental-scale tectonics as well 

as seismic hazards in the region. The availability of precise geodetic measurements (e.g., 

Bendick et al., 2015; Ischuk et al., 2013; Mohadjer et al., 2010; Zubovich et al., 2010; 

Bendick et al., 2007; Reigber et al., 2001; Abdrakhmatov et al., 1996), high-resolution 

imagery (e.g., Klinger et al., 2005), and sophisticated seismic analysis methods have 

provided more detailed patterns and rates of deformation associated with individual faults 

and other major structures throughout the region. Previously recognized faults are more 

accurately mapped (e.g., Chevalier et al., 2012; Robinson, 2009; Taylor and Yin, 2009; 

Strecker et al., 2003) and those previously unknown but potentially active, are detected 
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and investigated (e.g., Ruleman et al., 2007). In addition, paleoseismic studies (e.g., 

Schiffman e al., 2013; Korjenkon et al., 2012; Ran et al., 2010; He et al., 2007; Kumar et 

al., 2006; Washburn et al., 2003), though limited in their coverage, have provided 

constraints on the magnitude and recurrence time of past earthquakes for some faults. 

These datasets provide baseline observations for understanding patterns and rates of 

Quaternary faulting within the orogen and the surrounding regions.  

Despite advances in the scientific understanding of earthquakes, there are several 

shortcomings that impede adequate assessment of earthquake hazard in the region. 

These issues are related mainly to information sharing and methods used for seismic 

hazard assessment. As explained in the above paragraph, previous studies have 

generated a large amount of data related to seismic hazards within the India-Asia collision 

orogeny. These data, however, are documented in a wide range of formats that are often 

published in non-open access journals. Despite initiatives that provide a centralized 

platform for data storage, maintenance and display of data specific to other regions of the 

world, few attempts have been made for data from the India-Asia collision orogen.  

There are also methodological problems that hinder the application of earthquake risk 

reduction in the region. These problems arise from the assumptions that are embedded 

in the probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) method. This method determines the 

probability of future shaking intensity, and is the most widely taken approach for making 

regional and national hazard maps in countries located within the India-Asia collision 

zone. Recent studies using this method (e.g., Abdrakhmatov et al., 2003; Bindi et al., 

2012; Ullah et al., 2015) use earthquake data with little information on active fault 

locations and parameters to calculate seismic hazard in the region. These studies 

attribute this to the lack of accurate fault information. The PSHA also rests on a number 

of assumptions known to conflict with earthquake physics (Mulargia et al., 2017; Stein et 

al., 2012; Bilham 2009) including the assumption that the instrumental, historical, and 

paleoseismic records of earthquakes are complete and accurate enough to sample the 

seismic cycle for individual faults. These assumptions are particularly problematic for the 

India-Asia region where earthquake return intervals can be long (>100,000 years), and 

the instrumental, historical and paleoseismic records are short and sometimes inaccurate 

(Bilham, 2009). An online database containing fault locations and important parameters 

such as slip rates, can help with addressing these issues by centralizing and enhancing 

public access to information that can be used to constrain seismic hazards in the region. 
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1.2.2   The Bernese Oberland (Switzerland) 

 

Rockfalls constitute a major hazard in populated mountainous regions where rock 

slopes are often steep and pronounced environmental changes such as permafrost 

melting and repeat glacial cycles can alter mechanical stress within underlying bedrock 

and result in progressive slope failure (Grämiger et al., 2018; Krautblatter et al., 2013). 

Rockfalls range in size from a few dm3 to 104 m3 events, and can travel at high velocities 

across long distances, posing a high risk to people, property and infrastructure. Rockfall 

location, size, and time can be used for evaluating rockfall dynamics and hazard 

assessment (e.g., Dussauge et al., 2003; Biagi et al., 2017; Lari et al., 2014). However, 

very few natural slopes or rockwalls are continuously monitored for exact time of rockfall 

occurrence, location and volume. Therefore, rockfall inventories are often incomplete and 

contain biases due to this irregularity in sampling time, space and size domains 

(Dussauge et al., 2002; Malamud et al., 2004). This dissertation focuses on generating a 

high resolution rockfall inventory based on TLS measurements collected over >5 years of 

monitoring rockwalls. The study setting is an alpine, deglaciated valley with rockwall 

surfaces that have minimal vegetation and snow cover throughout the year, making it an 

ideal site for rockfall detection using TLS.    

The Lauterbrunnen Valley is located in the Bernese Oberland, Switzerland (Figure 

1.3). The U-Shaped valley is about 6 km long and 400-700 m wide, with nearly vertical 

limestone walls (88.5o). The rockwalls are incised by hanging valleys that host more than 

70 waterfalls. The landscape topography is a product of repeated glacial advances, 

incision and carving. Following the last glacial maximum (~10,000 years ago), the Aar 

Glacier system retreated to higher elevations, exposing and leaving behind steepened 

cliffs that are prone to rockfalls.  

 

Rockfalls represent a significant natural hazard in the Lauterbrunnen Valley for more 

than one hundred thousand yearly visitors and residents of the valley. Evidence for past 

rockfall activity includes large individual fallen blocks and talus slopes that are covered 

with fresh debris in many locations (Figure 1.4). Data on historic events show several 

damaging large-scale slope failures since 1750 including the 1889 landslide which 

released >104 m3 of debris material into the valley, covering agricultural lands and 

destroying infrastructure (Michel, 1979). Currently, the large, deep-seated Gryfenbach 

landslide endangers part of the Lauterbrunnen village as well as the main entrance to the 

entire valley (Tobler and Keusen, 2013). It creeps on average at a rate of ~10-20 mm/yr, 

with two landslides recorded in 1966 and 1983 in the steep frontal part of the sliding mass. 

More recently, in November 2018, a rockfall with a volume of ~3,600 m3 occurred near 

the village, causing minimal damage.   
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Previous rockfall datasets for the Lauterbrunnen valley include 122 rockfalls totaling 

a volume of 523.72 m3 over an 18-month period (Strunden et al. 2015) and 49 rockfalls 

detected using seismic signals over a 6-month period (Dietze et al., 2017b). In the former 

dataset, the largest detected rockfall is about 120 m3, with those less than 1 m3 being 

most common. Rockfall events from this dataset are compared with several 

environmental factors. A high correlation factor (r = 0.6) is observed for freeze-thaw cycles 

and rockfall events smaller than 1 m3 with a 2-month delay between temperature 

extremes and rockfalls. Similarly, 10% of the rockfalls detected in the dataset of Dietze et 

al. (2017b) were found to be influenced by freeze-thaw transitions. Furthermore, the 

authors inferred a systematic downward shift of a rock mass release zone, driven by a 

continuously lowering water table inside the limestone wall. This dissertation presents an 

additional four years of new TLS data and analysis techniques, the results of which are 

shown in sections 4.3. and 4.4. 
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Figure 1.3 Shaded relief digital elevation model showing the location of the Lauterbrunnen Valley 

with study area in red box (a), and the U-shaped deglaciated Lauterbrunnen Valley with steep 

limestone walls (looking toward the south from Wengen) (b). Figure from Strunden et al. (2015).  
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Figure 1.4 Examples of previous rockfalls in the Lauterbrunnen Valley. The May 1889 landslide 

covered by vegetation (a), and an example of a large rockfall (b). Photos by M. Kloos (a) and D. 

Brehm (b).  
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2     Aims & Hypotheses 
 

The main objective of this dissertation is to contribute to a better understanding of 

mountain building processes, continental deformation and erosion over different 

timescales, and ultimately how these processes are linked to mountain hazards. This 

overarching objective is framed around the following four hypotheses:  

1) Quaternary fault locations, fault attributes and seismicity provide similar 

information on the spatial distribution of earthquake hazard as do conventional 

hazard maps. (Paper A in section 4.1.2, published) 

 

2) Fault slip rates from GPS and geologic techniques provide consistent spatial and 

temporal slip rate information at the orogen scale, suggesting that over the 

Quaternary, there is minimal transience in slip rates. (Paper B in section 4.2.2, 

published) 

 

3) Rockfall frequency-magnitude calculations from laser scanning measurements are 

not sensitive to observation duration of 1.5 vs. >5 years. (Paper C in section 4.3.2, 

in revision) 

 

4) Over different timescales (100-104 years), rockwall retreat rates can vary by an 

order of magnitude in a deglaciated alpine landscape. (Paper C in section 4.3.2, in 

revision)   

The main aim of all four hypotheses is to evaluate existing and new datasets in order 

to investigate the temporal and spatial relationships between different datasets, to identify 

and explain factors influencing these relationships, and ultimately to quantify mountain 

hazards. Additionally, these investigations guide future research by identifying research 

areas where further investigations are needed. 

The first two hypotheses are investigated using previously published datasets related 

to Quaternary faulting in the India-Asia collision zone. To address the last two 

hypotheses, new rockfall datasets are generated and analyzed for a deglaciated valley 

located in the Bernese Alps, Switzerland. All hypotheses are elaborated in more detail in 

the following sections. The actual results are presented in section 4.   
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2.1   Combing datasets to constrain the spatial distribution of seismic     

        hazards  
 

Earthquakes occur on active faults. Therefore, a large number of previous and current 

investigations have focused on accurately mapping the location of active faults. 

Quaternary fault databases have been developed for many parts of the world including 

the United States (Haller et al., 2004), New Zealand (Langridge et al., 2016), Japan (AIST, 

2016), Italy (Michetti et al., 2000), Iberia (Garcia-Mayordomo et al., 2012), and France 

(Jomard et al., 2017). These datasets are widely used for fault characterization and 

seismic hazard calculations at national level. Other databases such as the HimaTibetMap 

of Taylor and Yin (2009) for the India-Asian collision zone have focused on documenting 

Quaternary faults and other active structures at an orogen scale. There are also global 

initiatives such as the Global Earthquake Model’s Faulted Earth of Christophersen et al. 

(2015) which aimed at developing a uniform fault database, providing access to 

consistently derived fault sources.  

Though the location of active faults can help with determining the regions in which 

earthquakes are most likely to occur, without seismologic, geodetic and geologic data, a 

coherent pattern of earthquake hazards cannot emerge. Fault maps are often incomplete, 

missing faults that are potentially active (e.g., blind faults). For example, a previously 

unmapped fault was responsible for the 2010 Mw 7.0 earthquake that devastated the 

Port-au-Prince region of Haiti (Calais et al., 2010). This earthquake, however, was 

forecasted and expected based on the historical seismicity and geodetic data. At the 

same time, historical records and instrumental seismic catalogs (started in 1900) can 

provide an incomplete or sometimes inaccurate earthquake history for many parts of the 

world. For example, the 2008 M 7.9 Wenchuan earthquake occurred on a mapped fault 

that was classified as low hazard (solid black box in Figure 2.1) based on lack of evidence 

for large earthquakes in the past thousand years. However, geologic and geodetic data 

available prior to the earthquake showed that the accumulated moment on the fault was 

enough to produce a M8 earthquake (Wang et al., 2011).  

Similarly, conventional hazard maps for many of the countries within the India-Asia 

collision orogen (e.g., Abdrakhmatov et al., 2003; Bindi et al., 2012; Ullah et al., 2015) are 

often defined by patterns of seismicity rather than by fault position and characterization 

(exception: Ischuk et al., 2018), and yield different results depending on map makers’ 

assumptions and limitations in parameters used in map making (Stein et al., 2012). For 

example, the global seismic hazard maps of Zhang et al. (1999) and Pagani et al. (2018) 

(Figure 2.1 and 2.2, respectively) show different distributions of seismic hazards for the 

India-Asia collision zone. While the latter incorporates tectonic and geologic information 

in addition to seismicity, the former is mainly based on seismic data.  
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Figure 2.1 The outdated seismic hazard map of Asia, showing Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) 

in units of m/s2 with a 10% probability of exceedance in 50 years. The dashed box shows the map 

extent displayed in Figure 2.2. The solid black box marks the location of the Longmenshan fault, 

reponsible for the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake. Figure modified from Zhang et al. (1999). 

 

Figure 2.2 The seismic hazard maps of Asia, showing Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) in units 

of g with a 10% probability of exceedance in 50 years. Figure modified from Pagani et al. (2018). 
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As these examples demonstrate, no dataset alone can constrain the spatial location 

of seismic hazard. To address gaps in data, a combined database approach has the 

potential to provide a more complete overview of earthquake hazards at regional/orogen 

scale. Furthermore, data maps that show fault location and parameters combined with 

instrumental and historical earthquakes, may provide similar (if not more realistic) 

information on the spatial distribution of earthquake hazard as do conventional maps.  

We explored these approaches by focusing on the India-Asia collision zone where 

the deformation zone is characterized by active faulting and seismicity, and where 

abundant data on Quaternary faulting are available. Therefore, the India-Asia collision 

zone is an ideal place for testing the first hypothesis: 

 

Quaternary fault locations, fault attributes and seismicity provide similar 

information on the spatial distribution of earthquake hazard as do conventional 

hazard maps. 

 

To test this hypothesis, we created a database that displays previously published 

datasets separately and together in order to reveal a more complete pattern of regional 

seismic hazards. Two features that enable this are a web-based interactive map and a 

search tool that are linked to an online database. Both allow users to search, sort, and 

display data by data layers or fields. The database contains the location of >1,000 

Quaternary fault traces, >30,000 earthquake, and fault attributes (e.g., earthquake history 

and slip rates) for >100 faults. 

 

2.2   Comparing GPS and Quaternary fault slip rates at the orogen-scale    
 

Earthquakes occur when energy stored in elastically strained rocks is suddenly 

released. The rates at which strain energy accumulates on faults are a measure of slip 

rates (Wang et al., 2011). Therefore, slip rate data are a key indicator of potential seismic 

hazard. Fault slip rates are calculated by dividing measurements of the offset of geologic, 

geomorphic or manmade features by the time over which that offset accumulated. These 

rates can be obtained using different methods (e.g., geodesy, geo-thermo-chronology 

and tectonic geomorphology) over different timescales (10-9 to 107 years). While slip rates 

obtained from geologic methods can provide average, long-term rates that span multiple 

seismic cycles, those derived from geodetic techniques give access to short term rates 

(ranging from 1 to 20 years), covering only a small fraction of the seismic cycle.  

Within the India-Asia collision zone, there appears to be a large variability in geodetic 

and geologic slip rate for many large faults (>1,000 km long), and some studies have 

challenged the assumption that geodetic slip rates are representative of geologic slip 
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rates (Chevalier et al., 2005; Ul-Hadi et al., 2013). Differences in rates are often attributed 

to secular rate changes, differences in measurement sensitivity between methods, or 

methodological oversights. Furthermore, the disagreements over rates for major faults lie 

at the heart of the ongoing debate over the long-term behavior of the Tibetan plateau. 

Fast Quaternary rates have been used to argue for the plate-behavior of Tibet while slow 

GPS rates have been used to support a fluid-like behavior.  

Previous studies mainly focus on comparing slip rates for individual faults or fault 

systems, some of which compare rates from GPS and geologic methods measured at 

different sections of the fault and/or compare GPS rates with geologic rates that are 

averaged over timescales larger than the Quaternary. If such temporal and spatial 

differences are reduced, the existing discrepancies between fault slip rates from GPS and 

geologic techniques may be resolved. Additionally, factors influencing the relationship 

between different rates may be identified. Therefore, we focus on the India-Asia collision 

zone where abundant previous data exist for continental deformation over the last ~2 Myr 

(Figure 2.3), to investigate the second hypothesis: 

 

Fault slip rates from GPS and geologic techniques provide consistent spatial 

and temporal slip rate information at the orogen scale, suggesting that over the 

Quaternary, there is minimal transience in slip rates.  

 

To test this hypothesis, a dataset of 57 Quaternary/GPS slip rate pairs, representing 19 

faults is compiled from previous studies. A least squares and Pearson correlation analysis 

are applied to investigate the overall relationship between GPS and Quaternary slip rates. 

The slip rates are then systematically re-sampled to evaluate the sensitivity of the slip 

rate relationship to the presence/absence of individual faults and different Quaternary 

dating methods. 
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Figure 2.3 Map showing the locations of reported slip rates in colored circles (green: GPS; 

orange: Quaternary). Quaternary fault traces are color coded based on their sense of movement. 

For abbreviations of fault names, see Table 1 in section 4.2.2. Figure from Mohadjer et al. (2016). 

 

2.3   Sensitivity of rockfall frequency-magnitude to observation    

        duration  
 

Some natural hazards such as earthquakes, floods, mass movements including 

rockfalls, and forest fire have been shown to exhibit scale-invariant statistics (i.e., their 

statistical properties will not change with the scale of investigations). Scale invariance has 

been documented in the rockfall frequency-magnitude distributions (Barlow et al., 2012; 

Dussauge et al., 2003; Guzzetti et al., 2003; Hergarten, 2012; Malamud et al., 2004; and 

Rosser et al., 2007) where the frequency of rockfall occurrence as a function of its 

magnitude has been shown to obey a negative power law function. This relationship has 

been used to estimate the frequency of unrecorded, and potentially dangerous rockfall 

events, by extrapolating the power law obtained for the smaller, more frequent events 

(e.g., Dussage et al., 2002; Guzzetti et al., 2002, 2003; Picarelli 2005). Therefore, this 

relationship is an important component of hazard and risk assessment.  

Small rockfalls (if detected at all) are seldom reported in historical rockfall inventories, 

making accurate quantification of rockfall frequency-magnitude distributions a challenging 

task. With recent advancements in remote sensing, TLS applications have enabled 

accurate measurement and analysis of a wide range of geomorphic processes including 

rockfalls. Using TLS, small rockfalls (such as those with volumes less than 0.1 m3) and 

those occurring on steep, inaccessible slopes can be accurately detected and 

characterized. 
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Many recent studies have generated and used TLS-detected rockfall inventories for 

establishing the rockfall frequency-magnitude relation for a wide range of environments 

and purposes. While the effects of sampling interval (duration between scans) on rockfall 

detection and the corresponding frequency-magnitude relationship have been the topic 

of several studies (e.g., Tonini and Abellán, 2014; Carrea et al., 2015; Janeras et al., 

2015; and van Veen et al., 2017), little attention has been given to the effects of the total 

observation duration on the frequency-magnitude relationship of rockfalls. For instance, 

it is not clear if (and how) observation duration of one versus five years can affect the 

rockfall frequency-magnitude relationship. Answering this question is not only useful for 

optimizing the scheduling of scans, but it can increase our understanding of how long 

(as oppose to how often) TLS data should be collected in order to create a substantially 

complete rockfall inventory and a robust frequency-magnitude distribution.  

Located in the Bernese Oberland, the Lauterbrunnen Valley has experienced 

several damaging rockfalls as evident from large fallen blocks and talus slopes in the 

valley. The 5.2 km2 vertical valley walls are devoid of vegetation, making this valley an 

ideal location for documenting rockfall activity, particularly with TLS. These walls have 

been the focus of several recent studies ranging from TLS and seismic monitoring of 

rockfalls (Strunden et al., 2015 and Dietze et al., 2017a,b, respectively) to measuring 

rockfall activity using Structure-from-Motion (Schwarz, 2019) or from talus volumes (Ott, 

2017). Therefore, the Lauterbrunnen valley where existing rockfall data exist is chosen 

for investigating the third hypothesis: 

Rockfall frequency-magnitude calculations from TLS measurements are not 

sensitive to observation duration of 1.5 versus >5 years. (Paper C, in revision) 

This hypothesis is addressed by comparing the TLS rockfall inventory of Strunden et al. 

(2015) covering a period of 1.5 years with the new TLS rockfall inventory collected over 

a period of ~5 years (this dissertation). The sensitivity of rockfall frequency-magnitude to 

these different observation durations is then evaluated. 

 
 

  

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10346-017-0801-3#CR39
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10346-017-0801-3#CR7
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10346-017-0801-3#CR19
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2.4   Sensitivity of rockwall retreat rates to observation duration  
 

Rockwall retreat rates have been investigated over a variety of spatial and temporal 

scales using different methods. Assessment of retreat rates over a specific timescale 

depends on quantification of rockfall activity over that time scale. While short-term rockfall 

activity can be efficiently quantified with remote sensing techniques such as terrestrial 

laser scanning or from substantially complete historical records, retreat rates over longer 

timescales can be obtained using the magnitude-frequency relationship of rockfalls or 

inferred from volume calculation of rockfall debris (e.g., talus deposits) accumulated at 

the foot of rockwalls. Rockwall retreat rates are not constant, and are shown to be 

influenced by climate or tectonics among other factors (Herman et al., 2013). The 

variability in rates is evident in deglaciated alpine landscape where retreat rates and 

accumulation of talus deposits are enhanced following deglaciation. In these settings, 

previous studies suggest that the removal of the supporting buttress of glacial ice from 

oversteepened valley walls destabilizes the rockwalls, resulting in rock slope failures. 

Comparison of rockwall retreat rates from different timescales can provide insights into 

post-glacial erosion and the role of rockfalls in the evolution of alpine landscapes.   

Due to the availability of high resolution rockfall datasets, the Lauterbrunnen Valley 

is well suited for investigating rockwall retreat rates in a deglaciated landscape over three 

different timescales: short (~5 years), intermediate (1 ka) and long (~11 ka) timescales. 

We expect the short-term retreat rates to be lower than those measured over longer 

timescales. Hence, the following hypothesis: 

Over different timescales (100-104 years), rockwall retreat rates can vary by an 

order of magnitude in a deglaciated alpine landscape. (Paper C, in revision)   

To investigate this hypothesis, TLS-derived rockfall inventories are used to constrain the 

wall retreat rates over both short and intermediate (power law) timescales. These rates 

are then compared with those inferred from the calculation of talus volume. 
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3     Methods   
 

Relational databases and statistical methods are used to reveal patterns and 

relationships between different datasets. This dissertation investigates the spatial and 

temporal relationships between different sets of data such as fault slip rates obtained from 

different methods, or rockfall inventories to identify and explain potential factors that 

influence these relationships. This is achieved by developing a relational Quaternary fault 

database and performing statistical assessment of data using the least squares, 

Pearson’s correlation, and frequency-magnitude statistics. The results of this work have 

bearing on mountain hazard and risk assessment studies, both at orogen and local 

scales. The background behind these methods is provided in the following sections.   

  

3.1   Database design and programming  
 

Earth sciences data have significantly increased in volume and complexity, resulting 

in a greater need for open-access and user-friendly databases (Overpeck et al., 2011; 

Düsterhus et al., 2016). Relational databases are commonly used to organize a wide 

range of geoscience data, including Quaternary fault data (Lunina et al., 2014), 

hydrogeologic data (Horsburgh et al., 2009), paleomagnetic data (Veikkolainen et al., 

2017); earthquake data (Migliaccio et al., 2019), and geochronologic data (Puetz, 2018). 

Relational databases store data in tables (rows and columns) that are linked together. 

This is done by assigning a unique identification number (also known as the key) to each 

row, and a value to each data attribute stored in each column. This allows users to identify 

and access data in relation to another type of data in the database. In a relational 

database, the tables are typically populated and managed in an open source SQL 

(structured query language) database that is commonly used for web application 

development and often accessed using PHP (hypertext preprocessor), an open source 

scripting language.  

A large number of relational databases focus on centralizing data relevant to 

geohazards, and are used for geologic investigations, hazard modelling as well as 

education and infrastructure planning. Some of the most common features of geohazards 

databases are interactive maps that are linked to online databases where users can 

obtain more information on selected features (e.g., a fault system or an earthquake). 

These features (e.g., lines, points, polygons) are spatial data, originally documented in a 

wide range of formats (e.g., digital, texts, maps, and images) that cannot be immediately 

integrated into the database. For example, scanned maps, unlike most satellite images, 

usually do not contain spatial reference information and must be georeferenced using 

existing spatial data. One of the most commonly used software for data digitization, geo-
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referencing, editing and publishing is ArcMap. In this dissertation, a relational database 

is developed by (1) compiling, (2) preparing and (3) managing geoscience data related to 

Quaternary faulting for (4) online display. These four steps are shown in Figure 3.1 and 

briefly described below.  

Figure 3.1 Flowchart of the process for the database development. Figure from Mohadjer et al. 

(2016). 

 

Data compilation - Previously published literature (>250 papers) and databases 

related to Quaternary faulting in Central Asia were compiled, reviewed, and used to create 

the main datasets used in the database including fault locations, fault attributes and 

seismicity. The fault location dataset includes locations of the 1,196 fault traces, 569 of 

which are from the digital database of Quaternary faults located in the India-Asia collision 

zone (Taylor and Yin, 2009). Fault attributes describe fault behavior, and its geographic 

characteristics (e.g., name, location, level of exposure), seismic characteristics (e.g., slip 

rate, earthquake history, paleoseismic data) and structural characteristics (sense of 

movement, geometry) characteristics. The seismicity dataset includes global and regional 

earthquake catalogs, containing 34,000 earthquakes. These events are displayed based 

on their size and depth.  

Data preparation - Using ArcMap, fault traces were georeferenced, digitized, and 

attributed. Since fault traces were digitized from their original sources, their location 

accuracy depends on the scale of observation used in original studies. When digitizing a 

fault, a map is aligned with available datasets (e.g., country boundaries, river network) 

and georeferenced using more accurate data layers such as Advanced Spaceborne 

Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) Global Digital Elevation Model 

(GDEM2) (30 m resolution). When there are discrepancies in fault locations, position of 

previously mapped faults is adjusted to coincide with surface features visible on ASTER 

GDEM2 data that are indicative of their trace.  

Data management - Fault trace data (i.e., geographic coordinates of points that made 

up a fault trace) were stored in a fault location table created in a MySQL database, using 

an open source, web-based application called phpMyAdmin 

(https://www.phpmyadmin.net/). Similar tables were created to store and organize fault 

attribute information and earthquake data including location coordinates, depth, 

https://www.phpmyadmin.net/
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magnitude and source values. The reference table containing citation appearance and 

manuscript title, was used to generate an automated query in Google Scholar by clicking 

on a citation listed for a fault.  

Data visualization – The fault location, attribute, and earthquake data were extracted 

from the tables in the MySQL database using PHP scripting for display in an open source 

web-mapping application called OpenLayers (Figure 3.2).   

Figure 3.2 Display of Quaternary fault trace and earthquake data in OpenLayers. Figure from 

the Quaternary fault database of Mohadjer et al. (2016): https://esdynamics.geo.uni-

tuebingen.de/faults/ 

 

3.2   Statistical analysis (Linear regression and Pearson’s correlation) 
 

Linear regression is an efficient method for statistical analysis, and has been 

widely used to quantify the linear relationship between a dependent variable (Y) and 

one or more independent variables (X). Since performing linear regression makes 

sense only if the relationship is linear, using a scatter plot to assist with the initial 

judgement of a possible relationship between variables in question is recommended 

(Schneider et al., 2010). Simple linear regression has a form Y = mX +c where m is 

the slope of the line and c is the y intercept. The parameters m and c are estimated 

from the values of the dependent variable Y and the independent variable X. The 

slope m of the regression line is the regression coefficient, and a measure of the 

contribution of the independent variable X toward explaining the dependent variable 

Y. The coefficient of determination (r2) is a measure of how well the regression model 

describes the observed data.  

https://esdynamics.geo.uni-tuebingen.de/faults/
https://esdynamics.geo.uni-tuebingen.de/faults/
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The least square error is a popular approach for the linear regression model. It 

consists of finding the best fitting straight line (i.e. the regression line) through a set 

of data points by minimizing the sum of squared errors. In other words, the least 

squares regression line is the line that makes the vertical distance from the data 

points to the regression line as small as possible. For statistical measure of how close 

the data points are to the fitted regression line, the coefficient of determination (r2) is 

calculated using the following formula: 

 

                     𝑟2 = 1 −
𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟

𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
 = 1 −

∑ (𝑦𝑖−ŷ𝑖)
𝑛
𝑖

2

∑ (𝑦𝑖−ȳ𝑖)
𝑛
𝑖

2                     (1) 

 

where 𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 is the error sum of squares, 𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is the total sum of squares, 𝑦𝑖 is the 

actual value of the dependent variable, ŷ𝑖 is predicted or fitted value of 𝑦𝑖, and ȳ𝑖 is the 

mean of dependent variables. Taken together, 𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟  is the “unexplained” variation in the 

dependent variable while 𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is the total variation of the dependent variable around its 

mean value. Figure 3.3 provides a visual presentation of this formula. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Visual representation of the coefficient of determination (r2). (a) The areas of red 

squares represent the squared residuals with respect to the average value of data points (mean 

of y), (b) the areas of blue squares represent the squared residuals with respect to the linear 

regression. The coefficient of determination is one minus the ratio of the area of the blue squares 

vs. the area of the red squares. Figure modified from Orzetto (2010).  

𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 r: Error Sum of Squares 𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 : Total Sum of Squares 

(a) (b) 
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Statistical dependence of GPS and Quaternary rates was further evaluated by 

calculating the Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient (PCC).  The PCC measures the strength 

and the direction of the linear relationships between pairs of variables, and is a 

dimensionless quantity in the range of -1 to +1. A correlation coefficient of +1 or -1 

indicates total positive or negative linear relationship between variables, while correlation 

coefficient of 0 is indicative of no linear relationship. The stronger the correlation, the 

closer the correlation coefficient to ±1. For a correlation between variables x and y (i.e. 

GPS slip rates and Quaternary slip rates, respectively), the formula for calculating the 

sample PCC is given by  

                     𝑟𝑥𝑦 = 
∑ (𝑥𝑖− 𝑥 )(𝑦𝑖−ȳ)
𝑛
𝑖=1 /𝑛

√∑ (𝑥𝑖−𝑥)
2𝑛

𝑖=1, 𝑛 ∗√∑ (𝑦𝑖−𝑦)
2𝑛

𝑖=1, 𝑛

                   (2) 

 

In equation 2, the numerator is sample covariance and is defined in terms of sample 

means (𝑥̄  is mean of 𝑥̄ variable, ȳ is mean of 𝑦 variable and 𝑛 is total number of 

observation). The denominator is the product of sample standard deviations. The sample 

standard deviations are the square root of their variance. The variance is a numerical 

measure of how the data values are dispersed around the mean.  

The above statistical methods were applied to investigate the overall relationship 

between Quaternary and GPS slip rates for 19 faults in the India-Asia collision zone. A 

total of 57 data points (i.e., Quaternary/GPS slip rate pairs) were visualized in a scatter 

plot. These points represented slip rates for 19 Quaternary faults. To identify the extent 

to which these rates relate to each other, a least squares regression line was computed. 

The regression line was calculated by forcing it through the origin and to calculate an r2 

value as a measure of the statistical dependence between GPS (independent variable) 

and Quaternary (dependent variable) slip rates. Statistical dependence of GPS and 

geologic rates were further assessed by calculating the PCC using equation (2). The 

sensitivity of the PCC value to slip rates associated with each fault was then evaluated 

for 19 sample subsets (one for each fault investigated). In each subset, all data points 

(i.e., GPS/Quaternary rate pairs) associated with an individual fault were excluded from 

calculation of the PCC. This process was repeated for each of the 19 faults investigated. 

The uncertainties associated with each data point were taken into consideration by means 

of Monte Carlo style experiments. The same procedure was applied to data points 

associated with individual Quaternary dating methods to evaluate if individual dating 

techniques have biases that strongly influence the sensitivity of the PCC. These statistical 

approaches are further explained in section 4.2.2.  
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3.3   Terrestrial light detection and ranging  
 

Over the last few decades, advancements in remote sensing technologies have 

enabled researchers to capture high resolution terrain information and three-dimensional 

(3D) spatial data, allowing for rapid and accurate mapping of geomorphic factors. Light 

detection and ranging (LiDAR) is an effective remote sensing method, capable of 

producing high resolution Digital Terrain Model in 3D point clouds.  

A TLS has three main components including a transmitter, rotating mirrors and a 

receiver. The transmitter produces pulsed laser signals (laser beams), which are emitted 

and oriented through rotating mirrors, in the direction of the object of interest (e.g., rock 

surface) (Figure 3.4a). The backscattered laser pulses and the corresponding reflection 

intensity are then detected by the receiver (Figure 3.4b) The TLS calculates the distance 

to the object of interest (e.g., rock surface) using the time-of-flight technique (Abellán et 

al., 2014) according to the following equation: 

                                   R = c × 
ToF

2
                                     (3) 

where R is the distance between the scanner and the object of interest (also known as 

range), c is the speed of light and ToF is the time-of-flight. In addition to ToF, the 

reflectance intensity and values for x-, y-, and z-coordinates for each measured point are 

recorded. The reflectance intensity is defined as the ratio of the amount of emitted and 

reflected signals, and its value depends on the range, angle of incidence, moisture, 

surface geometry and object material (Abellán et al., 2011).  

Figure 3.4 Sketch illustrating basic operation of a TLS device (a), and TLS data acquisition using 

the pulse method (b). Figure modified from Abellán et al. (2014).    
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In this dissertation, an Optech ILRIS-LR terrestrial light detection and ranging scanner 

was used to acquire high density 3D point clouds of rockwalls (Figure 3.5 and 3.6). The 

scanner has scan frequencies of 10 kHz, a beam wavelength of 1,064 nm, and reflectivity 

of 80% at 3 km distance. The field of view is 40o in both vertical and horizontal directions. 

It uses a dual-mirror system, where the mirrors are controlled by different scanning 

methods selected by the user. The controller program allows the user to define and 

control a scan and set various scan settings including spot spacing, scan pattern, and 

pulse mode (Figure 3.7). The spacing at which points are collected is set to ~7 mm. This 

corresponds with angle distance of ~0.008o between laser pulses. The lower point 

spacing values produce higher resolution scans. The scan pattern is set to step stare in 

which one moving mirror produces the horizontal or x-axis while a second moving mirror 

produces the vertical or y-axis (Figure 3.8). The scan pulse mode is set to “last”, in which 

the range (distance between scanner and the object of interest) is determined by 

measuring the last pulse returning to the scanner, filtering the earlier returns. This is ideal 

for scanning in poor conditions such as scanning in fog, rain, or dust. 
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Figure 3.5 Setup of the Optech ILRIS-LR terrestrial laser scanner in the Lauterbrunnen Valley 
(a). An ideal scan position provides a clear view and nearly orthogonal perspective to rockwalls, 
a secure zone of 114 m in front of the scanner, allowing for sufficient overlap between scans and 
minimizing occluded areas by scanning from different angles. An example of a near-vertical 
rockwall chosen for scanning (b).  

a 

b 
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Figure 3.6 Topographic map of the Lauterbrunnen Valley including the scan positions and look 
direction. Two scans with different look directions were collected from each location. Labels “E” 
and “W” indicate on which side of the valley the LiDAR scanner was positioned to collect point 
cloud data from the opposite side of the valley. Figure from Strunden et al. (2015). 
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Figure 3.7 Defining scan settings. The ILRIS PC Controller provides a graphical real-time display 

of ILRIS-LR scan settings and operation. The white box marks the region of interest selected for 

scanning.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8 Step stare scanning pattern. The white rectangular area in (a) represents a region of 

interest (ROI) selected for scanning by the user, and the red dots represent laser pulses emitted 

from the scanner window, starting from the lower left corner of the ROI (panel 1 in b) and 

continuing until the entire ROI is scanned (panel 4 in b).  

 

 

a b 
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The software package (Joint Research Center (JRC) Reconstructor 2) and specific 

methods of processing used in this study had been established for use at this field site by 

Strunden et al. (2015) for rockfall detection and volume estimation. An overview of the 

TLS data processing workflow is shown in Figure 3.9 and described in more detail below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.9 TLS data processing workflow for quantifying rockfall volumes. Figure from Strunden 

et al. (2015)  

 

Post-processing - The raw scan data are converted to the IXF (Integration Exchange 

Format) format using the Parser software from Optech. In the JRC software, a set of 

algorithms are applied to remove noise in data. Vegetation and artefacts are removed 

manually in a two dimensional (2D) image.   

Pre-registration and Registration - To compare scans from the same scan position 

collected at subsequent times, the point cloud of the first scan (reference scan) is first 

manually aligned with the later scan (moving scan) by identifying a set of corresponding 

points among the two scans during pre-registration (Figure 3.10). During registration, this 

alignment is refined automatically using the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm. The 
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algorithm finds points (i.e., control points) on the moving cloud that are close to the 

reference cloud. The algorithm then iteratively moves the moving cloud to reduce the 

distance of the control points to the reference models.   

 

Figure 3.10 Pre-registration dialog in the JRC software. This technique allows user to manually 

compute a rough alignment between two point clouds. The image on the right is the reference 

grid, and the image on the left is the moving grid. Selected control points are shown below the 

grids.  The alignment can be later refined automatically using the ICP registration.  

 

Meshing and Inspection: A triangulated mesh of the reference scan is computed from 

a predefined view/projection. To create a mesh, the algorithm projects all the points on a 

2D surface (the near plane of the selected projection). These points are then meshed with 

a standard 2D meshing algorithm named Delaunay, and the resulting mesh is projected 

back into the 3D space. Using the inspection tool, the distance between each point in the 

moving scan and the reference mesh is computed along a specific axis, and changes are 

visualized in pseudo colors (Figure 3.11a). Rockfalls regions of interest (ROI) are 

identified by visual identification of changes between scans (Figure 3.11b), and 

comparison to photographs taken during each scan (Figure 3.12).   
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Figure 3.11 An example of the difference image where the results are shown as a new color layer 

that carries for each point its measure distance from the reference model (a). Example of an 

individual rockfall (b); color code is blue: no volume change; red: cut distance in meters. The exact 

rockfall volume including the uncertainty is shown below box (b). The white box in (a) shows the 

extent of the image displayed in (b).    

 

Rockfall volume calculation: The ROI extent is digitized and a cut-and-fill volume 

calculation is carried out by creating a mesh of the ROI and comparison with the reference 

mesh. Cut values represent material loss due to rockfall, loss of snow cover, or vegetation 

loss. Fill values show added volumes such as from snow cover, or vegetation growth. 

Photographs taken during each scan assist with distinguishing rockfall events from other 

features.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure 3.12 Photographs taken one year apart are used for distinguishing rockfall events from 

other features. The white box shows the location of the rockfall event detected in Figure 3.11.  

a 

16 m 

b 
(m) 

119.34 ± 1.70 m3 
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3.4   Frequency-Magnitude calculations 

 

The frequency-magnitude relationship of rockfalls is an important component of 

rockfall hazard and risk assessment and has been used to estimate the repeat time of 

larger rockfall events (Guzzetti et al., 2003; Hergarten, 2012; Strunden et al., 2015). 

Previous studies have shown that there is a relationship between rockfall volume and 

cumulative rockfall frequency, defined by a power law:  

 

                                             𝑁(𝑉) = 𝑎 𝑉−𝑏                                                 (4) 

 

where 𝑁(𝑉) is the cumulative number of rockfalls, 𝑉 is the rockfall volume and prefactor 

𝑎 and scaling exponent 𝑏 are empirically-determined constants. This relationship can be 

evaluated through the use of a rockfall inventory. Previous work using TLS-derived 

rockfall inventories have shown that above a certain magnitude, the frequency of rockfalls 

appears to decay as a power-law (Barlow et al., 2012; Guerin et al., 2014; Santana et al., 

2012; van Veen et al., 2017). Below this magnitude (also known as rollover), there is no 

clear trend. The rollover volume as to be determined, and events smaller than the rollover 

volume should be excluded, before estimating a power-law distribution.  

To estimate the rollover volume, two approaches are used in this study. First, 

nonlinear fits to the data are computed for all possible rollover volumes, and the best fit, 

as determined by the highest R2 value, is selected. The use of a least-square linear fit on 

log-transformed data is avoided as this procedure yields a biased estimate for the scaling 

exponent 𝑏 by distributing the error in the tail of the power law distributed data unevenly 

(Barlow et al., 2012; Clauset et al, 2007; Goldstein et al., 2004). Second, the choice of 

the rollover volume and its corresponding maximum-likelihood estimate for the scaling 

component 𝑏 are tested using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) goodness-of-fit test, in which 

the lowest KS value describes the best fit.  

The calculated power law relationship is then used to extrapolate to the time between 

larges events, following the method described by previous studies (e.g., Bennett et al., 

2012; Malamud et al., 2004; Strunden et al., 2015), using this relationship: 

 

                               𝑁(𝑉) =  (
No

𝑇
) ∗ (

𝑉

Vo
)
−𝑏

                                              (5) 

 

where  
No
𝑇

  is the number of events larger than the volume 𝑉  in the observation time 𝑇.  
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The long-term averaged total eroded volume 𝑉T is calculated by integrating the 

frequency density of rockfall magnitudes multiplied by the event volume following the 

method described in Barlow et al. (2012): 

 

                                              𝑉T = ∫ 𝑎 𝑉−𝑏𝑉𝑑𝑉
𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛
                                    (6) 

 

where 𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛 is the minimum rollover volume and 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥̄ is the maximum expected rockfall 

volume based on historic records. From the total eroded volume, a corresponding 

rockwall retreat rate can be calculated.  
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4     Results 

The main scientific results that address the hypotheses outlined in section 2 of this 

dissertation are shown in the following sections (i.e., 4.1-4.4). These results are presented 

as published or manuscripts in revision. Supplement files associated with each 

manuscript is shown at the end of each section.    

 

4.1   Online database of fault locations, fault attributes and seismicity  

4.1.1   Author contributions 

The following section of the dissertation has been published and is available 

online: https://doi.org/10.5194/nhess-16-529-2016. The full citation is: 

Mohadjer, S., Ehlers, T.A., Bendick, R., Stübner, K. and Strube, T., 2016. A Quaternary 

fault database for central Asia. Natural Hazards and Earth System Sciences, 16(2), 

pp.529-542. 

The original manuscript is provided in section 4.1.2 and the original supplement file is 

given in section 4.1.3. The online database and associated data files are available at: 

https://esdynamics.geo.uni-tuebingen.de/faults/  

Five authors contributed to the work presented in this paper: Solmaz Mohadjer (SM), 

Todd Ehlers (TAE), Rebecca Bendick (RB), Konstanze Stübner (KS), and Timo Strube 

(TS). A summary of the contributions is provided in Table 4.1. The detailed contributions 

are as follows: RB sparked the overall idea about the need for an open-access fault 

database for Central Asia. The idea was further developed by SM and TAE. All data files 

were compiled, prepared in ArcGIS, and furthered managed in phpMyAdmin by SM. 

Programming work for data web mapping and online visualization was done by TS with 

input from SM. Analysis and interpretation of results were done by SM with contributions 

from TAE, RB and KS. SM drafted the first version of the manuscript along with all Figures 

and tables. The manuscript was further reviewed and edited by TAE, RB, KS, and TS, as 

well as three external reviewers during the peer review process.  

  

https://doi.org/10.5194/nhess-16-529-2016
https://esdynamics.geo.uni-tuebingen.de/faults/
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Table 4.1: Summary of contributions to joint work for the paper “A Quaternary fault database for 

Central Asia”, indicating the average fraction of work of the respective author in percentage.   

 

Author 

 

Position 

Scientific 

Ideas 

(in %) 

Data 

generation 

(in %) 

Analysis and 

Interpretation 

(in %) 

Paper 

writing 

(in%) 

SM [1] 60 60 70 70 

TAE [2] 30 0 10 10 

RB [3] 10 0 10 10 

KS [4] 0 0 10 5 

TS [5] 0 40 0 5 
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4.1.2   Paper: “A Quaternary fault database for Central Asia”  
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4.1.3    Supplements for “A Quaternary fault database for Central Asia” 
 

Electronic supplement to: 

A Quaternary fault database for Central Asia by Mohadjer et al. (2016) 

 

Central Asia Fault Database GIS Files 

The attribute table in the ArcGIS file includes the following information: 

 FID (Field ID) 

 Shape (Polyline) 

 X and Y coordinates of line centroid 

 Shape_Length (length for line features) 

 Name (fault name) 

 Fault ID (unique fault identification number) 

 Type (sense of movement for fault, if known) 

 Source (references for line features) 

 Remarks (e.g., variations in the fault name or location) 

A unique identification number (Fault ID) is assigned to each fault trace in order 

to link the attribute table in ArcGIS to the fault location and attribute tables in the 

MySQL database. Some fields (e.g., Field ID, Shape, X and Y coordinates, and shape 

length) are automatically added, populated and maintained by ArcGIS. Faults with no 

assigned names are labeled “Unnamed Fault” in the Name field. Faults with unknown 

sense of movement are labeled “Unclassified” in the Type field. The Source field 

includes references to studies that define the location of each fault trace. The Remark 

field includes information on variations in the fault name or location.  

The ArcGIS files were updated on January 26, 2016 and are updated periodically 

with no set update time. Users are encouraged to regularly check the website 

(http://www.geo.unituebingen.de/faults/) for the most updated version of the files.  
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4.2   Exploring the relationship between Quaternary and GPS fault slip  

             rates  

 

4.2.1   Author contributions 

The following section of the dissertation has been published and is available 

online: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.earscirev.2017.09.005. The full citation is: 

Mohadjer, S., Ehlers, T.A., Bendick, R. and Mutz, S.G., 2017. Review of GPS and 

Quaternary fault slip rates in the Himalaya-Tibet orogen. Earth-Science Reviews, 174, 

pp.39-52. 

The original manuscript is provided in section 4.2.2 and the original electronic 

supplement file is provided in section 4.2.3. 

Four authors contributed to the work presented in this paper: Solmaz Mohadjer (SM), 

Todd A. Ehlers (TAE), Rebecca Bendick (RB), Sebastian G. Mutz (SGM).  A summary of 

the respective contributions is provided in Table 4.2. The detailed contributions are as 

follow: SM, RB and TAE developed the idea of investigating the overall relationship 

between Quaternary and GPS slip rates and evaluating the sensitivity of this relationship 

to different factors. SM compiled and evaluated the slip rate dataset (Table 1 in section 

4.2.2). Statistical analysis of the dataset was performed by SGM and SM with input from 

TAE. All authors took part in the interpretation of results. SM drafted the first version of 

the manuscript along with all Figures and tables (except Figures 4-5 which were made by 

SGM and modified by SM). The manuscript was further reviewed and edited by TAE, RB, 

and SGM, and one external reviewer during the peer review process.   

 
Table 4.2: Summary of contributions to joint work for the paper “Review of GPS and Quaternary 

fault slip rates in the Himalaya-Tibet orogen”, indicating the average fraction of work of the 

respective author in percentage.   

 
Author 

 
Position 

Scientific 
Ideas 
(in %) 

Data 
generation 

(in %) 

Analysis and 
Interpretation 

(in %) 

Paper 
writing 
(in %) 

SM [1] 60 100 30 70 

TAE [2] 30 0 10 15 

RB [3] 10 0 10 10 

SGM [4] 0 0 50 5 

 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.earscirev.2017.09.005
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4.2.2   Paper: “Review of GPS and Quaternary fault slip rates in the Himalaya-  

           Tibet orogen, Earth-Science Reviews” 
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4.2.3    Supplements for “Review of GPS and Quaternary slip rates in the  

  Himalaya-Tibet orogen” 
          

Electronic supplement to: 

Review of GPS and Quaternary slip rates in the Himalaya-Tibet orogen by Mohadjer et 

al. (2017)  

 

Appendix A.  

A1. Additional Examples of Discrepancies with relative dating techniques  

To estimate a slip rate for the Karakax fault, Peltzer et al. (1989) assign an age of <8000 years to 

a lateral moraine located at an elevation of ~5000 meters. The authors assume that the Karakax 

fault must have been in the periglacial zone during much of the Würm glacial period during which 

the snowline was >500 m below its present position (at ~5300 m). This assumption places the area 

surrounding the lateral moraine site under ice, indicating that the moraine offset occurred only 

during the last 8000 years. Similarly, the authors infer an age of 10 ± 2 ka for the offsets of fans 

and terrace edges located above 4000 meters, assuming that the fans were deposited by rivers and 

increased runoff at the beginning of the Holocene and after the Würm glacial period. If these 

assumptions are incorrect, the resulting rate of 19.9 ± 3 mm/yr could be an overestimate. This 

Quaternary slip rate is in sharp contrast with both InSAR and GPS slip rates of 5 ± 5 and 7 ± 3 

mm/yr    as measured by Wright et al. (2004) and Shen et al. (2001), respectively. Based on the 

above arguments, we do not consider relative dates of Peltzer et al. (1989) used to calculate slip 

rates on the Karakax fault as accurate.      

Similarly, Allen et al. (1991) use the latest Pleistocene ages that were used for slip rate 

determination for faults in different parts of the world to arbitrarily assign an age of 13 ka for offset 

moraines to calculate an average slip rate of 5.5 mm/yr for the southeastern segment of the 

Xianshuihe-Xiaojiang fault during Holocene time. This rate is in contrast with their two other rates 

that are constrained by radiocarbon dates (yielding 15 ± 5 mm/yr). Based on this observation, they 

concluded that the slip rate for the Xianshuihe-Xiaojiang fault decreases from 15 ± 5 mm/yr in its 

northernmost segment to about 5 mm/yr in its southern segment. Though their results from the 

northernmost segment of the fault agrees with the geodetic slip rates of 10 ± 2 mm/yr (Shen et al., 
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2005 and Wang et al., 2009), the low rate inferred for the southeastern segment contradicts the 

GPS rate of 10 ± 2 mm/yr (Chen et al., 2000 and Shen et al., 2005). The rate comparison for the 

Xianshuihe-Xiaojiang fault as performed by Shen et al. (2005) suggests steady deformation rates 

along the fault. This combined with the Quaternary slip rate of 9.6 ± 1.7 mm/yr based on 

radiocarbon method that is estimated for the southeastern segment of the fault by Xu et al. (2003) 

may indicate that the slip rate of 5.5 mm/yr for this segment of the fault is potentially inaccurate 

and does not reflect true disparity.   

The high slip rate of 32 ± 8 mm/yr for the Karakorum fault (Liu et al., 1991) has been challenged 

by others (Phillips et al., 2004; Brown et al., 2002) as potentially incorrect because postglacial 

ages (10 ± 2 ka) that were assigned to moraines. Based on cosmogenic dating of debris flows and 

moraines, Brown et al. (2002) measured a much lower rate of 4 ± 1 mm/yr. The authors report the 

age of the moraines (90 ± 15 ka) as direct evidence for the last major glacial advance in the region. 

Using this age and displacements of 300-350 meters as observed by Liu et al. (1991) a slower slip 

rate of 3-4 mm/yr can be estimated. This rate as well as that of Brown et al. (2002) are in agreement 

with both the GPS and InSAR rates of 3.4 ± 5 and 1 ± 6 mm/yr, respectively (Jade et al. 2004 and 

Wright et al., 2004 , respectively). The observed disparity in the KF1-2 pairs may, therefore, be 

due to incorrect ages of glacial landforms.    

Finally, the Quaternary slip rate of 4.1 ± 1.6 mm/yr (Arrowsmith and Strecker, 1999) is a factor of 

3 lower than the GPS slip rate for the Main Pamir thrust (MPT), but is also a minimum bound. 

This rate is based on inferred ages for a moraine and alluvial fans into which beheaded and offset 

ephemeral stream channels are cut. The moraine and alluvial fans deposits are assumed to be early 

Holocene in age (10 ka). With dextral offsets of at least 25 meters and up to 60 meters, Arrowsmith 

and Strecker (1999) report a Quaternary slip rate of 2.5-6 mm/yr. The upper bound on total 

shortening across the Main Pamir thrust is estimated to be 10-15 mm/yr using GPS data (Ischuk et 

al., 2013; Mohadjer et al., 2010; Zubovich et al., 2010). We, therefore, conclude that the observed 

disparity in rate could be related to the comparison of minimum versus maximum values for slip 

rates.   

Despite matching the GPS rates, the 3 remaining Quaternary slip rates that are based on the relative 

dating method must also be considered qualitative at best.  The Quaternary slip rate of 2.5 ± 0.5 
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mm/yr for the Herat fault (HRF) is obtained from the z-shaped bends of the Hari Rud tributaries 

crossing the fault (Sborshchikov et al., 1981). This rate is obtained from the inferred timing of the 

shaping of the river network in this region and is estimated to be ~2 Ma based on stratigraphic 

principles of Slavin and Demin (1972). The slip rate of 2.1 ± 1.5 mm/yr for the Red River fault 

(RR2) is based on assumed ages of drainage offsets along the river. Due to lack of data on rate of 

stream development in the region, Trinh et al. (2012) assume that the streamlets were formed after 

the Riss Glacial Cycle (55,000-150,000 years ago) with no reference to studies supporting the 

aforementioned time interval. The slip rate of 12.5 ± 2.5 for the Darvaz-Karakul fault (DKF) is 

based on correlation with assumed ages of offset features and deposits in the Tajik Depression 

(Trifonov 1978, 1983). This includes offsets of stone walls built during or since Sogdian time with 

inferred age of 1500 years.  
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4.3   Quantifying rockfall frequency-magnitude relationship and wall  

        retreat rates               
      

4.3.1   Author contributions     

The following section of the dissertation was submitted to Geology on May 7, 2019, 

and is currently in revision.   

Mohadjer, S., Ehlers, T.A., Nettesheim, M., Ott, M.B., Glotzbach, C., and Drews, R. 

Temporal variations in rockfall and rockwall retreat rates in a deglaciated valley over the 

last 11 ka. Geology (in revision). 

The original manuscript submitted to Geology is provided in section 4.3.2 and the original 

electronic supplement file is provided in section 4.3.3. 

Six authors contributed to the work presented in the manuscript: Solmaz Mohadjer 

(SM), Todd A. Ehlers (TAE), Matthias Nettesheim (MN), Marco B. Ott (MBO), Christoph 

Glotzbach (CG), Reinhard Drews (RD). A summary of respective contributions is given in 

Table 4.3. The detailed contributions are as follows: TLS fieldwork and data processing 

was done by SM. MBO calculated talus volumes and the corresponding rockwall retreat 

rates with input from CG. RD contributed ideas to methods used for the calculations of 

the frequency-magnitude distributions and the rollover volumes. MN with input from SM 

and RD, wrote the MATLAB program for the frequency-magnitude calculations. SM 

drafted the first version of the manuscript with Figures created by SM, MN and MO. The 

manuscript was reviewed and edited by all authors, and is currently in revision for 

publication in Geology. 

Table 4.3: Summary of contributions to joint work for the manuscript “Temporal variations in 

rockfall and rockwall retreat rates in a deglaciated valley over the last 11 ka”, indicating the 

average fraction of work of the respective author in percentage.   

 
Author 

 
Position 

Scientific 
Ideas 
(in %) 

Data 
generation 

(in %) 

Analysis and 
Interpretation 

(in %) 

Paper 
writing 
(in %) 

SM [1] 50 80 40 65 

TAE [2] 30 5 10 10 

MN [3] 0 5 30 10 

MBO [4] 15 10 10 5 

CG [5] 5 0 5 5 

RD [6] 0 0 5 5 
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4.3.2   Manuscript (in Revision): Temporal variations in rockfall and   

           rockwall retreat rates in a deglaciated valley over the last 11 ka 

 
 
Temporal variations in rockfall and rockwall retreat rates in a 
deglaciated valley over the last 11 ka 
 
Solmaz Mohadjer1, Todd A. Ehlers1, Matthias Nettesheim1, Marco B. Ott1, Christoph 
Glotzbach1 and Reinhard Drews1  
 
1Department of Geosciences, University of Tübingen, Wilhelmstr. 56, 72074 Tübingen, Germany 

 

Abstract. The stochastic nature of rockfall in deglaciated environments hampers the 

quantification of the frequency-magnitude relationship and hazard implications. In this 

study, we address the temporal variations in rockfall activity in the 5.2 km2 calcareous 

cliffs of the Lauterbrunnen Valley, Switzerland. We do this using 19 campaigns of repeat 

terrestrial laser scans (TLS) over 5.2 years, predicted intermediate (1 ka) timescale 

behavior from extrapolation of the TLS derived frequency-magnitude relationship, and 

long-timescale (~11 ka) activity based on the volume of preserved post-glacial rockfall 

taluses. Results from the short-timescale observations indicate no statistically significant 

difference between TLS observations averaging over 1.5 vs. 5.2 years. Rockwall retreat 

rates in both cases are 0.03-0.08 mm/yr. In contrast, over intermediate timescales 

rockwall retreat rates are 0.14-0.22 mm/yr and longer term rates from talus volumes are 

0.27-0.38 mm/yr. These results suggest a) short (1.5 yr) TLS inventories of rockfall in this 

setting provide (within uncertainties) similar frequency-magnitude relationships as longer 

(5.2 yr) inventories, thereby suggesting short observation periods maybe be sufficient for 

hazard characterization with TLS in similar settings, and b) long timescale (Holocene 

averaged) rockfall inventories indicate higher rates of paleorockfall activity likely due to 

debuttressing and stress relaxation effects after glacial retreat. 

 

1 Introduction  

Rockfalls are efficient agents of erosion, controlling the development of rock slopes 

and pose a significant threat to settlements and infrastructure. Rockfalls occur frequently 
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in deglaciated alpine valleys where rockwalls are oversteepened, exposed, and more 

susceptible to failure once the glaciers retreat. Rockwall retreat rates under present-day 

conditions and the extent to which they change since deglaciation remain less 

understood. Here we investigate rockwall retreat rates over different timescales (~5 yr to 

~11 ka) in the deglaciated Lauterbrunnen Valley of the Bernese Alps (Figure. 1). An 

improved understanding of these rates is motivated by the need to understand post-

glacial erosion and the role of rockfalls in the evolution of alpine landscapes.  

Rockfall supply and rockwall retreat rates are measured on various spatial and 

temporal scales. Rockfall datasets derived from direct measurements (e.g., TLS and 

photogrammetry) cover timescales from hours and days to years, and are often used in 

modelling rockwall retreat rates based on rockfall frequency-magnitude distributions over 

decadal timescales (Barlow et al., 2012; Santana et al., 2012; Rosser et al., 2005; 

Dussauge et al., 2003). In contrast, indirect measurements based on volumetric 

calculation of talus deposits have been used to estimate rockwall retreat rates over 

thousands of years (Siewert et al., 2012; Sass, 2007; Curry and Morris, 2004). There is 

a large variability in alpine rockwall retreat rates over different timescales using both 

measurement methods. The present-day average retreat rates for alpine environments 

range from 0.01 mm/yr to 0.84 mm/yr while the Holocene retreat rates range from 0.2 

mm/yr to 2.5 mm/yr (Curry and Morris, 2003 and references within). The differences in 

rates result from different rockfall generating processes such as join orientation, frost 

weathering, and paraglacial unloading after deglaciation (Arsenault and Meigs, 2005; 

Hinchcliffe and Ballantyne, 1999).     

Although a number of studies measure rockwall retreat rates, few provide a complete 

and continuous coverage of large rock masses with uniform lithology (e.g., Guzzetti et al., 

2003). Many studies compare rockwall retreat rates for localities of different environments 

(Siewert et al., 2012; Curry and Morris, 2004, Hinchliffe and Ballantyne, 1999). This 

comparison may explain factors that cause differences in rates, but provides limited 

information on the long-term behavior of a given rock mass in one location. This study 

complements previous work by calculating rockwall retreat rates over three different 
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timescales (years to tens of thousands of years) for the 5.2 km2 limestone rockwalls of a 

deglaciated valley.  

1.1 Study Area 

The Lauterbrunnen Valley is a deglaciated valley with near vertical walls (Figure.1 

and Supplementary Figure. DR4). The steep topography of the Helvetic limestone valley 

walls is the result of recent deglaciation (Hergarten et al., 2012). Data on historic rockfalls 

show several large-scale slope failures since 1750 including the 1889 landslide that 

released >104 m3 of debris material into the valley (Michel, 1979). Using TLS data, 

Strunden et al. (2015) detected 122 rockfalls in the valley over an 18-month period. These 

events range in volume from 0.06 m3 to 119.34 m3, with those less than 1 m3 being most 

common. Using seismic signals over 6 months, Dietze et al. (2017b) detected 49 rockfalls 

over a 6-month period, 10% of which were influenced by freeze-thaw transitions. They 

inferred a systematic downward shift of a rock mass release zone, driven by a 

continuously lowering water table inside the rockwall.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Shaded relief digital 
elevation model of the 
Lauterbrunnen Valley, Switzerland 
(DEM courtesy of swisstopo). Black 
circle marks the location of the 
Lauterbrunnen Village, and the river 
Weisse Lütschine is shown in blue. 
Black boxes represent the location 
of the investigated talus cones. 
Talus surfaces are shown in yellow, 
with boundaries marked with dashed 
lines. The red dashed line marks the 
scarp of the 1889 mass wasting 
event. WT1-4 and ET1 are talus 
names.  
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2 Method 

2.1 TLS data collection and processing  

An Optech ILRIS-LR terrestrial light detection and ranging scanner was used to 

acquire high density 3D point clouds from 22 scan positions during each campaign. A 

total of 19 campaigns were carried out over a 5.2-year period between February 2012 

and April 2017. Scans from the same scan position collected at subsequent times were 

aligned using an iterative closest point algorithm. To produce a continuous surface, 

triangle meshes of reference scans were computed. Surface meshes were compared 

with point clouds to identify rockfalls between successive campaigns. Rockfall volumes 

were obtained from cut and fill calculations and compared to photos to confirm if the cut 

values represented rockfalls. The details of TLS data collection methods, processing 

and error evaluation are given in Strunden et al. (2015). 

2.2 Rockwall retreat rates calculations  

We used three different approaches to determine rockwall retreat rates over 

different timescales. First, the averaged short-term retreat rates were calculated from 

the total volume of all measured rockfalls based on TLS observations collected over 5.2 

years. Second, intermediate timescale (1 ka) rockwall retreat rates were derived from 

TLS measurements under the assumption of a power law distribution of rockfall event 

sizes. This was done by calculating nonlinear least squares regression fits in 

combination with maximum likelihood estimates. Third, the rockwall retreat rates over 

the last 11 ka were inferred from the calculation of talus volumes using TLS and 2 m 

resolution digital elevation model swissALTI3D, compensating for the density difference 

between talus bulk and intact bedrock (correcting factor of 0.77), and dividing by the 

rockwall surface area above each talus and talus production time (i.e., timespan 

elapsed since deglaciation: ~11 ka). For more details, see sections 1-2 and Figure. DR3 

in the supplement.  

3 RESULTS 

3.1 Rockfall activity 
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A total of 316 rockfalls were detected from February 2012 – April 2017, 122 of which 

were identified by Strunden et al. (2015) in the first 18 months (Figure. 2). Rockfall 

volumes range from 0.030 ± 0.004 m3 to 267.27 ± 4.39 m3. Supplementary Table DR1 

summarizes the events for each campaign measurement period. Small rockfalls (< 1 m3) 

are most common (63% of total events). 21% have volumes of 1-3 m3. Events larger than 

50 m3 are rare (2% of total events). 

3.2 Short timescale (<5.2 yr) wall retreat rates  

Spatially averaged short-term (5.2 years) wall retreat rates were calculated for 

the west wall by dividing the total rockfall volume (1610.87 m3) from the west wall in the 

5.2-year observation time by the area of the west wall (3.7 km2). Similarly, the retreat 

rate for the east wall was obtained using 229.65 m3 for the total rockfall volume from the 

east wall over an area of 1.5 km2. The short-term wall retreat rates for the west wall 

(0.08 mm/yr) and the east wall (0.03 mm/yr) are in agreement with those obtained over 

an 18-month period by Strunden et al. (2015).  

3.3 Intermediate timescale (1 ka) wall retreat rates 

The empirical log-frequency and log-magnitude distributions for the 5.2-year 

rockfall dataset have a rollover and power law tail (Figure. 3). A nonlinear least-squares 

regression and a maximum likelihood method are used to determine the frequency-

magnitude relationship. The inferred rollover volumes, based on optimization of the R2 

value and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic, differ for the two methods (see supplement 

and Figure. DR1). We observe deviations from pure power law behavior and a 

systematic trend in fit parameters for rollover volumes of 0.29-0.92 m3. For these 

values, the maximum likelihood estimates of the scaling exponent ƅ range from 0.61 to 

0.72. The power law fit parameters agree with previously reported values obtained for a 

shorter observation duration (1.5 years) (Table DR2, C). However, the frequency of 

rockfalls in the 5.2-year dataset is lower compared to the 1.5-year dataset (Figure. 3). 

This is particularly evident for rockfalls smaller than 2 m3.  
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Figure 2. Composite (aligned) TLS point cloud data for both (a) west and (b) east valley walls. Yellow circles mark the location of rockfalls events 
from Strunden et al. (2015). The location of rockfall events from this study are shown in red circles. Black boxes represent scan area of each scan 
location with scan name shown above each box. The rock surface of Schwarzmönch (dashed box) was not analyzed for rockfall events due to the 
large mean distance to the wall from the scan position and the steep inclination angle from the laser scanner.   
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Figure 3. Cumulative probability plot for the negative power law scaling parameters obtained in this study 
(shaded in blue) and by Strunden et al. (2015) (shaded in green). In this study, the shaded areas 
represent a range of possible fits (within one-sigma standard deviation) to data using the maximum 
likelihood estimates approach and rollover volumes of 0.29-0.92 m3. The power law parameters from both 
studies are in agreement within uncertainties. 

 

Using the above power law fit parameters, the intermediate timescale averaged total 

eroded volumes are calculated to be (0.70-1.13) × 103 m3 and the corresponding wall 

retreat rates are 0.14-0.22 mm/yr. Using observations from Strunden et al. (2015), we 

recalculated the total eroded volume and intermediate timescale wall retreat rates (i.e., 

0.62 ± 0.13 × 103 m3 and 0.12 ± 0.03 mm/yr, respectively). These values agree with the 

range of values reported in this study (see Table DR2 for all power law fit calculations).  
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3.4 Long timescale (11 ka) wall retreat rates  

The measured talus volumes range from 2.1 × 106 m3 to 4.3 × 106 m3 (Figure. 1). 

These are considered minimum estimates due to possible loss of material, although no 

field evidence support transport of talus out of the valley. The long-term averaged wall 

retreat rate of 0.33 mm/yr is calculated by dividing the total talus volume estimated for 

each talus section by the surface area of the rockwall above it (Table DR3). Due to their 

complex morphology and fluvial erosion, talus sections WT1 and WT4 were excluded 

from retreat rate calculations. All talus sections, with the exception of WT1, are sheet 

talus slopes with a slope angle of 33o ± 2o. 

4 Discussion 

4.1 Frequency-Magnitude Analysis  

Power law relationships for rockfall frequency-magnitude analysis can be used to 

estimate the return time of large events and long-term erosion. This study shows that 

these calculations are sensitive to, and depend on, the choice of rollover values. Larger 

rollover values yield larger values of exponent ƅ and longer return time for a 1000 m3 

rockfall and smaller values of long-term erosion (Figure. DR2), demonstrating that a 

rockfall frequency-magnitude relationship does not follow a pure power law and caution 

must be exercised when calculating power law fit parameters. Here, these values are 

reported in ranges to more accurately capture the spread in data and offer a range of 

possible solutions (see Table DR2).     

4.2 Comparison of 1.5- and 5.2-year rockfall datasets  

TLS measurements collected at two different time intervals (1.5 yr and 5.2 yr) are 

compared to evaluate the effect of observation time on frequency-magnitude 

relationships. Power-law exponents from both datasets are in agreement within error 

(exponent ƅ value of 0.67 ± 0.07 vs. 0.61-0.72, for 1.5 yr vs. 5.2 yr dataset, respectively) 

(Table DR2-C). Furthermore, short-term wall retreat rates are within the same order of 

magnitude for both time intervals. However, there is a systematic decrease in the relative 

number of smaller events for the 5.2 yr dataset (Figure. 3). Additionally, the number of 
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larger events (>10 m3) are higher in the 5.2 yr dataset including three rockfalls with 

volumes over 250 m3. No event of such volume exists in the 1.5 yr dataset. These 

differences may be explained by natural stochastic variations or by undersampling from 

an increased measurement interval.  

4.3 Comparison of wall retreat rates 

The long-term wall retreat rates in the Lauterbrunnen Valley are an order of 

magnitude higher than the short-term rates (0.33 vs. 0.03-0.08 mm/yr). This discrepancy 

can reflect sensitivity to observation timescales and/or different erosional processes at 

work. For example, in glaciated landscapes, glaciers not only increase erosion rates 

during glaciation, but there is also a post-glacial increase in rates that appears to decay 

over timescales of 103-104 years.  

Short-term rates are sensitive to the timescale of observation. In the 5.2 yr period, 

small rockfalls (>1 m3) are the most frequent in the Lauterbrunnen Valley, and those larger 

than 100 m3 (total of 4) are uncommon. However, a number of rockfall episodes (e.g., 

several 103 to 105 m3 rockfalls between 1750 and 1947), have occurred in the past 

releasing large volumes of falling debris, forming talus slopes and depositing large 

boulders beyond the base of talus slopes. The short-term wall retreat rates calculated 

over 5.2 years exclude such large events while retreat rates calculated over longer time 

intervals (~11 ka) may include them. It is also possible that the short-term retreat rates 

are not significantly different from variations in the long-term rates over the past 11 ka.  

Long-term rates are sensitive to changes in the stability of rockwalls, particularly soon 

after deglaciation during which debuttressing and stress release associated with glacial 

unloading can weaken the walls and trigger rockfalls (Sass, 2007; Ballantyne, 2002; 

André, 1997; Wieczorek and Jäger, 1996). Since this effect diminishes through time, 

lower short-term rates may reflect progressive relaxation of stress release and attainment 

of rock mass stability (Hinchliffe and Ballantyne, 1999).     

Fluctuations in climate conditions have been suggested to modify catchment-scale 

denudation in glaciated valleys (e.g., Yanites and Ehlers, 2012; Stock et al., 2009) and 

rockfall activity (Ludovic and Deline, 2010; Hales et al., 2007; André, 1997; Grove, 1972; 
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Starkel, 1966). Paleobotanical records point to Holocene climatic oscillations in the 

Central Alps (Wick and Tinner 1997), with records of cold phases between 10 ka and 2 

ka BP. Similarly, based on subfossil chironomid assemblages at Hinterburgsee (~20 km 

northeast of our study area), Heiri et al. (2003) identified two periods of lower 

temperatures at 10,700-10,500 cal. BP and 8,200-7,700 cal. BP, and an abrupt shift to a 

cooler late-Holocene climate around 4,000-3,700 cal. BP. Most sensitive to Holocene 

climatic oscillations are rockfall triggering processes that are temperature/water-

dependent (e.g., changes in permafrost conditions, frost-thaw cycles, and frost-cracking). 

Local frost shattering in combination with other factors has been shown to be responsible 

for rapid Holocene wall retreat rates (André, 1997). In particular, in deglaciated setting, 

frost action due to bedrock jointing inherited from stress release following deglaciation 

plays an important role in rockwall retreat rates due to rockfalls.  

5 Conclusion  

This study investigates the temporal variations in rockwall retreat rates in the 5.2 km2 

calcareous cliffs of the Lauterbrunnen Valley, Switzerland. Short-term retreat rates, power 

law exponents and calculations do not appear to be sensitive to observation periods of 

1.5 vs. 5.2 years, apart from frequency offset. The intermediate-timescale (1 ka) retreat 

rate predicted by power law and long-term (11 ka) retreat rates calculated from talus 

accumulation are an order of magnitude higher than the short-term rates. We suggest 

three possibilities to explain these difference. First, lower short-term rates (<5.2 yr) reflect 

frequent small rockfalls, excluding rare large events that can significantly increase retreat 

rates over longer timescales. Second, higher long-term rates may reflect periods of 

increased rockfall activity enhanced by stress release due to unloading and debuttressing 

of the rockwall following deglaciation, and/or the influence of frost-shattering due to 

climatic oscillations in the past 11 ka.  
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4.3.3   Supplements for “Temporal variations in rockfall and rockwall retreat   

           rates in a deglaciated valley over the last 11 ka” 
 

Electronic supplements to: 

Temporal variations in rockfall and rockwall retreat rates in a deglaciated valley over the 

last 11 ka by Mohadjer et al. (in revision) 

 

Additional details on methods and results 

This data repository contains additional details on rockwall retreat rate calculations 

(sections 1-2), four supplementary Figureures (Figureures DR1 – DR4), three data tables 

(Table DR1 – DR3), and additional references cited in the repository.  

 

1 Intermediate Timescale (1 kyr) Rockwall Retreat Rate  

To calculate the power law predicted retreat rate, power law fit parameters must be 

defined. Previous studies have shown that above a certain magnitude, the frequency of 

rockfalls and landslides appears to decay as a power-law (Strunden et al., 2015; Barlow 

et al., 2012; Dussauge et al., 2003; Guzzetti et al., 2003; Hunger et al., 1999). Below this 

magnitude, which is commonly referred to as “rollover”, there is no clear trend. The 

rollover might be due to undersampling of small rockfalls by data collection methods (Lim 

et al., 2010; Stark and Hovius, 2001) or may have a physical explanation reflecting 

different slope failure processes (Stark and Guzzetti, 2009; Guthrie and Evans, 2004).  

To fit a power law distribution of the form: 

𝑁(𝑉) = 𝑎 𝑉𝑏 

to the observed data, first the rollover value Vo has to be determined before the scaling 

exponent ƅ can be obtained. Events smaller than the rollover value Vo are excluded in 

the power law fit. To estimate Vo, two approaches are used: in the first approach, we 

compute nonlinear fits to the data for all possible rollover volumes. From these, the best 

fit as determined by the highest R2 value is selected (blue line in Figure. DR1). The 

second approach follows the procedure described by Clauset et al. (2007). In this 

approach, the choice of the rollover volume and its corresponding maximum likelihood 
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estimate (MLE) for the scaling exponent ƅ are tested using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) 

statistic, in which the lowest value describes the best fit (orange line in Figure. DR1). 

Since both approaches are reasonable but result in quite different rollover volumes (0.29 

vs. 1.07 m3, respectively), further investigation is necessary. Figure DR1 shows two peaks 

in R2, corresponding to two levels in the KS value. This implies deviations from pure power 

law behavior in the observed frequency-magnitude dataset and creates a conflict between 

intentions to find the best fit results and to retain data. To illustrate, at a rollover volume 

of 0.29 m3, 30% of recorded rockfalls are discarded in contrast to 64% at a rollover volume 

of 1.07 m3. 

      
Figure DR1. Statistical assessments of the goodness of fit: adjusted R2 for the nonlinear regression and 
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistic for the Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimate, and how these values 
change depending on the imposed rollover volume.  The lower panel indicates the percentage of recorded 
rockfalls discarded before the remaining data are fitted. 
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We further investigate this issue by studying the power law fit results over this range of 

rollover volumes. Since the position of the lowest KS value is governed mostly by data 

noise, we substitute the upper limit by the position of onset of the second level in KS and 

R2 peak, 0.92 m3. Results shown in Figure DR2 reveal a systematic gradient in the scaling 

exponent b and derived rockfall projections with higher rollover volumes.  

For the computation of the scaling exponent ƅ, we compare nonlinear least squares 

regression fits with MLE, as suggested by Clauset et al. (2009) (Figure. DR2, panel a). 

We avoided using the linear least squares regression methods in log space as they are 

known to be sensitive to deviations in the tail of the distribution and to incorrectly 

underestimate the uncertainty associated with the data (Catani et al., 2016; Clauset et 

al., 2009). As Figure DR2 shows, the nonlinear regression’s 95% confidence interval is 

substantially smaller than the ML uncertainty calculated after Clauset et al. (2007) and 

almost fully contained within the latter’s confidence band. Furthermore, only the ML 

uncertainty captures the spread inherent in the data, as illustrated by the systematic 

gradient depending on the rollover volume. Consequently, we consider the nonlinear 

regression results as too constrained and report result values in the rest of this study as 

interval of ML estimates for the aforementioned range of rollover values.  

The total long-term eroded volume was obtained by integrating the frequency density 

of rockfall magnitudes multiplied by the event volume following Barlow et al. (2012). The 

integration boundaries were chosen based on the minimum rollover volume (Vmin = 0.29 

m3) and the estimated volume of largest historic event ~150 years ago (Vmax = 104 m3). 

Based on the total eroded volume, the corresponding intermediate timescale (power law 

predicted) wall retreat rate was calculated.   
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Figure DR2. Variations in (a) scaling exponent ƅ, (b) return time of large rockfall events (1000 m3), and 

(c) the long-term wall retreat rates as function of the rollover volume range determined in Figure. DR1 for 

both the nonlinear regression and maximum likelihood estimation methods. Error ranges are determined 

by the regression’s 95% confidence interval and a stochastic maximum likelihood uncertainty estimate 

after Clauset et al. (2007). 
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2 Long Timescale (11 kyr) Rockwall Retreat Rates 

Talus deposits have been used to measure Holocene rockwall retreat rates (Hinchliffe 

and Ballantyne, 1999; Rapp, 1960; Hoffmann and Schrott, 2002; Siewert et al., 2012). 

The magnitude of rockwall retreat is calculated by measuring the talus volume, 

compensating for the density difference between talus bulk and intact bedrock, and 

dividing by the rockwall surface area. To calculate rockwall retreat rate, the rockwall 

retreat magnitude is divided by the talus production time (i.e., timespan elapsed since 

deglaciation).  In this study, we selected five talus deposits that have well-constrained 

lateral extents and are not incised by waterfalls (Figure. 1). However, only three taluses 

(WT2, WT3, and ET1) were considered in the calculation of Holocene rockwall retreat 

rate. Talus WT1 and WT4 yield biased retreat rates due to complex morphology and 

fluvial incision, respectively.  

The talus volume is estimated by reconstructing the lateral extent and surface of the 

talus slopes with TLS data in the JRC software and using shaded relief derived from 2-

meter resolution digital elevation model swissALTI3D. Point cloud data corresponding to 

talus slopes were compiled and filtered to remove vegetation using the curvature filter. 

This procedure produced a smooth talus surface. Using the topographic meshing tool and 

an ordinary kriging algorithm, triangle meshes of smoothed talus surfaces were 

constructed and used in volume calculations. Since the Lauterbrunnen Valley contains 

up to 550 meters of sediments (Kellerhals and Haefeli, 1985), but only the upper 35 

meters have been deposited since the Younger Dryas (Bodmer et al., 1973), the present-

day height of the valley floor was set as a boundary between the present-day talus slope 

and the underlying valley fill when calculating talus volumes. Figure. DR3 summarizes 

the steps involved in TLS data processing for quantifying talus volumes. 

We used a mean density correcting factor of 0.77 to compensate for the density 

difference between talus and intact rock. This value assumes a talus bulk debris density 

of 2.0 g/cm3 and an intact rock density of 2.6 g/cm3 based on data collected from settings 

with similar lithologies (e.g., Krautblatter et al., 2012 and Sass and Wollny, 2001).  
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                   Figure DR3. Workflow for TLS data processing to quantify talus volumes. 

 

The talus accumulation timespan or the time that has elapsed since deglaciation in 

the Lauterbrunnen Valley is assumed to be 11 kyr. This is based on radiocarbon ages of 

moraines located in the upper Lauterbrunnen Valley, ~5 km south of Stechelberg (see 

Figure. 1). These ages indicate that this area was ice-free at 10.39 ± 0.15 ka (Wipf, 2001). 

Additionally, 10Be surface exposure ages of boulder and bedrock samples from a 

neighboring trough valley, Hasli, imply that deglaciation was completed in this area at the 

end of the Younger Dryas at 12.2-10.8 ka (Wirsig et al., 2016).  

Rockwall retreat rates calculated from talus volumes are only rough estimates due to 

the aforementioned assumptions. The largest source of uncertainty is the unknown 

bedrock profile beneath each talus and the transition from talus deposit to valley infill. To 

constrain these, and to reduce possible errors, talus deposits with complex morphology 
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(e.g., WT1), and those that have been significantly modified (e.g., WT4) are removed from 

wall retreat calculations. 

3 Extrapolated Return Period for Large Events 

Assuming that the observed volume distribution follows a power law, the distribution 

can be extrapolated outside the volume range and time window (Dussauge et al., 2002). 

Following the approach used in Strunden et al. (2015), MLE results are extrapolated. The 

occurrence of a rockfall event of 103 m3 is predicted to be every 3.34-6.40 years. These 

return periods, however, do not mean that an event larger than 1000 m3 will reliably occur 

every 3-6 years, as it is only an average over long periods. Though these predictions 

agree with the previously estimated return periods by Strunden et al. (2015), there is a 

large uncertainty associated with them. This is due to the large extrapolation of rockfall 

volumes from our dataset (largest event 267.27 ± 4.39 m3) to an event of 103 m3. 

Furthermore, the rockfall distribution law may vary over time. The observation duration of 

5.2 years is not much longer than the event recurrent period, and therefore, the temporal 

variability of rockfall distribution cannot be fully assessed. In addition, rockfall activity may 

depend on loading conditions such as climate, leading to temporal fluctuations of rockfall 

activity and power law exponents. A larger time window for rockfall activity may be 

achieved by utilizing historical datasets, provided they are accurate and complete.  
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Figure DR4. (A) The U-shaped deglaciated Lauterbrunnen Valley with steep limestone walls (looking 
toward the south from Wengen). (B) An example of a near-vertical rockwall.  
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Supplementary Table DR1.  Summary of Rockfall Data Presented in Figure. 2.     

 

Total # 
of rf* 

Total # of 
rf* (West 

Wall) 

 
Total # 
of rf* 
(East 
Wall) 

Smallest rf* 
Event m3 

Largest rf* 
Event m3 

Mean rf* 
Volume m3 

Median rf* 
Volume m3  

February/May 2012a 24 14 10 0.06 ± 0.01 6.24 ± 0.55 1.28 0.97 

June/December 2012a 32 25 7 0.08 ± 0.01 
119.34 ± 

1.70 7.77 0.57 

January/March 2013a 37 26 11 0.13 ± 0.01 19.61 ± 0.71 2.13 0.44 

April/July 2013a 29 19 10 0.14 ± 0.04 80.74 ± 1.13 5.72 0.82 

July/September 2013 1 1 0 0.1 ± 0.01 0.1 ± 0.01 0.10 0.10 

November 2013/February 2014 17 12 5 
0.06 ± 
0.004 

267.27 ± 
4.39 19.41 0.28 

February/April 2014 12 7 5 
0.03 ± 
0.004 2.34 ± 0.09 0.32 0.12 

April/May 2014 9 5 4 0.06 ± 0.01 3.87 ± 0.13 1.29 1.07 

May/September 2014 23 20 3 
0.05 ± 
0.003 5.57 ± 0.28 0.76 0.21 

September 2014/May 2015 46 34 12 
0.04 ± 
0.0004 

258.59 ± 
3.68 14.18 0.45 

May/October 2015 17 12 5 
0.07 ± 
0.0004 43.68 ± 1.24 3.16 0.4 

October/December 2015 5 3 2 0.17 ± 0.01 5.21 ± 0.12 2.57 2.74 

December 2015/June 2016 41 24 17 
0.03 ± 
0.003 10.49 ± 0.16 2.01 0.68 

June 2016/ April 2017 23 12 11 
0.17 ± 
0.003 59.61 ± 0.89 6.60 0.62 

February 2012/April 2017 316 214 102 0.03 ± 0.003 267.27 ± 4.39 4.81 0.51 

rf* = rockfall        

aFrom Strunden et al. (2015)               
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Supplementary Table DR2: Power Law Fit Parameters and Calculations      

A: Power Law Fit Parameters (CCDFa) NLb MLEc 
Power Law Calculations mean 95 % CId mean 1σ error 

Exponent ƅmin @ V_roe = 0.29 0.600 0.007 0.61 0.04 

Exponent ƅmax @ V_roe = 0.92 0.720 0.010 0.72 0.06 

CCDF prefactor a for ƅmin 21.32 0.13 20.09 0.09 

CCDF prefactor a for ƅmax 22.70 0.13 22.28 0.10 

B: Fit Results Extrapolations NLb MLEc 
Power Law Calculations mean 1σ error mean 1σ error 

 1000 m3 return for ƅmin (yr) 2.91 0.15 3.34 0.84 

1000 m3 return for ƅmax (yr) 6.4 0.4 6.4 2.8 

Wall retreat rate for ƅmin (mm/yr) 0.244 0.009 0.22 0.04 
Wall retreat rate for ƅmax (mm/yr) 0.140 0.007 0.14 0.04 

C: Comparison of Results to Previous Studies     

                   MLEc  (Strunden et al., 2015) MLEc  (this study) 
Power Law Calculations mean 1σ error mean 1σ error 

CCDF exponent  ƅ 0.67 0.07 0.61 - 0.72 0.57 - 0.78 

CCDF prefactor per year 31.90 0.90 20.1 - 22.3  20.0 - 22.4  

 1000 m3 return time (yr) 3.10 1.50 3.3 - 6.4 2.6 – 9.8 

Total eroded volume (1000 m3) 0.001-1000 
m3 

0.626 0.130    

Wall retreat rate (mm/yr) 0.001-1000 0.12 0.03    

Total eroded volume (1000 m3) 0.29-1e4 m3 1.31  -0.41 + 0.62 0.72 - 1.13 0.54 - 1.36 

Wall retreat rate (mm/yr) 0.29-1e4 m3 0.25  -0.08 +0.12 0.14 - 0.22 0.10 - 0.26 
aCCDF = complementary cumulative distribution 
function 

    

bNL = nonlinear method     

cMLE = maximum likelihood estimate      

dCL = confidence interval     

eV_ro = rollover volume     
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4.4   Determining temporal, spatial and geometric details of rockfalls using    

        terrestrial laser scanning and environmental seismology   
 

4.4.1   Author contributions     

The following section of the dissertation has been published and is available online: 

https://doi.org/10.5194/esurf-5-653-2017. The full citation is: 

Dietze, M., Mohadjer, S., Turowski, J.M., Ehlers, T.A. and Hovius, N., 2017. Seismic 

monitoring of small alpine rockfalls–validity, precision and limitations. Earth Surface 

Dynamics, 5(4), pp.653-668.  

 

The original manuscript is provided in section 4.4.2 and the original electronic supplement 

file is provided in section 4.4.3.  

Five authors contributed to the work presented in this paper: Michael Dietze (MD), 

Solmaz Mohadjer (SM), Jens M. Turowski (JMT), Todd A. Ehlers (TAE), and Niels Hovius 

(NH). A summary of the respective contributions is provided in Table 4.4. The detailed 

contributions are as follow: MD developed the overall idea, and contributed to seismic 

survey fieldwork and data processing. SM contributed to TLS fieldwork and data 

processing. JMT, TAE and NH contributed to equipment provision, project planning and 

data analysis. Manuscript writing and Figure preparation was mostly done by MD with 

inputs from all co-authors. SM prepared Figure 4 in the manuscript.     

 

Table 4.4: Summary of contributions to joint work for the paper “Seismic monitoring of small 

rockfalls- validity, precision and limitations”, indicating the average fraction of work of the 

respective author in percentage.   

 

 

 
Author 

 
Position 

Scientific 
Ideas 
(in %) 

Data 
generation 

(in %) 

Analysis and 
Interpretation 

(in %) 

Paper 
writing 
(in %) 

MD [1] 50 80 50 80 

SM [2] 20 20 20 5 

JMT [3] 10 0 10 5 

TAE [4] 10 0 10 5 

NH [5] 10 0 10 5 

https://doi.org/10.5194/esurf-5-653-2017
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4.4.2   Paper (co-authorship): “Seismic monitoring of small alpine rockfalls –   

           validity, precision and limitations” 
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4.4.3    Supplements for “Seismic monitoring of small alpine rockfalls–validity,  

             precision and limitations” 
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5     Conclusions 
 

Geohazards are common phenomena in mountain environments. Studies related to 

geohazards in the India-Asia collision orogen and the European Alps have generated a 

large amount of data that have provided insights into regional- and continental-scales 

tectonics as well as geohazards in the region. By analyzing new and published datasets 

using a relational database and statistical methods (e.g., correlation analysis, frequency-

magnitude calculations), results from this dissertation contribute to a better understanding 

of mountain landscape evolution and geohazards.  

Four hypotheses have been investigated: 

1) Quaternary fault locations, fault attributes and seismicity provide similar 

information on the spatial distribution of earthquake hazard as do conventional 

hazard maps. (Paper A in section 4.1.2, published) 

 

2) Fault slip rates from GPS and geologic techniques provide consistent spatial and 

temporal slip rate information at the orogen scale, suggesting that over the 

Quaternary, there is minimal transience in slip rates (Paper B in section 4.2.2, 

published) 

 

3) Rockfall frequency-magnitude calculations from laser scanning measurements are 

not sensitive to observation duration of 1.5 vs. >5 years. (Paper C in section 4.3.2, 

in revision) 

 

4) Over different timescales (100-104 years), rockwall retreat rates can vary by an 

order of magnitude in a deglaciated alpine landscape. (Paper C in section 4.3.2, in 

revision)   

 

In the following section, the results from section 4 are summarized and hypotheses 

outlined in section 2 are evaluated. Finally, the last section provides an outlook into future 

work related to geohazards in the India-Asia collision orogen and deglaciated valleys in 

the European Alps. 

 

5.1   A summary – The hypotheses revisited  
 

The India-Asia collision zone is a highly deformed orogen where a significant portion 

of the population live in structures that are vulnerable to earthquakes. Large earthquakes 

have devastated the region multiple times in the past, and with population growth and 

rapid urbanization in earthquake-prone areas, the potential impact of future earthquakes 
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has increased significantly. As demonstrated in section 4.1.2, the spatial distribution of 

earthquake hazards can be constrained by using a relational database where important 

earthquake-related datasets can be combined to reveal patterns in faulting and seismicity 

at regional- and orogen-scales. Regions that exhibit both Quaternary faulting and high 

seismicity, as revealed by our database, are similar to those that have been identified to 

be hazardous by conventional hazard maps. Likewise, regions showing little evidence for 

Quaternary faulting and instrumental/historical seismicity (e.g., the central Tarim Basin, 

inner Mongolia, and some parts of central Afghanistan) are comparable to those identified 

by conventional hazard maps as low hazard areas. Our database shows that nearly all 

regions of high seismicity overlap with where Quaternary faults have been mapped. 

These regions include but not limited to the Himalayan range, Tien Shan, Pamir and 

Hindu Kush mountain ranges. However, not all faulted areas within these regions show 

high levels of seismicity. For example, the database reveals both intense faulting and little 

seismicity throughout the Kyrgyz central Tien Shan. Hazard maps that are solely based 

on recorded seismicity have misleadingly identified these regions as low hazard (e.g., the 

Longmenshan fault system that produced the 2008 M7.9 Wenchuan earthquake). By 

including available paleoseismic, geodetic and geologic data related to Quaternary 

faulting, and without assumptions embedded in seismic hazard modelling, the relational 

database highlights and addresses the limitations of earthquake-related datasets, and 

hence, reveals a more accurate spatial pattern of hazards. These observations address 

hypothesis 1: a relational database can provide similar (if not more realistic) information 

on the spatial distribution of seismic hazards at regional- and continental-scales, as do 

conventional hazard maps. 

By centralizing and displaying multiple datasets, the database can be used to 

document spatial and temporal variability in data. This variability can be further 

investigated through statistical analysis. For example, for many of the Quaternary faults 

documented in the fault database, there appears to be a large variability in slip rates 

obtained from different methods over different timescales. Whether this variability is real 

or is caused by limitations in the measurement techniques has been the subject of an 

ongoing debate. The statistical analysis of 57 GPS/Quaternary slip rate pairs for 19 

Quaternary faults in the India-Asia collision zone, shows that a moderate percentage 

(71%) of the total variation in the Quaternary slip rates can be statistically explained by a 

linear relationship between the GPS and Quaternary rates. The remaining 29% may be 

caused by other factors including temporal variations in slip rates over the timescales 

individual methods are sensitive to (years to Myr), and/or methodological shortcomings. 

The analysis also reveals individual faults and Quaternary dating methods that appear to 

influence the relationship between GPS and Quaternary slip rates. Taken together, the 

results indicate that there is a general agreement between most GPS and Quaternary slip 

rates, and partially support hypothesis 2.  Furthermore, the results suggest a fluid-like 
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behavior of Tibet by favoring slower slip rates for major strike-slip faults bounding the 

Tibetan Plateau (e.g., the Altyn Tagh and Karakorum faults).  

Frequency-magnitude analysis is a statistical method that can be used to investigate 

the relationship between two variables (i.e., event frequency and size) in order to estimate 

and forecast patterns in data. Most hazards display a relationship between the occurrence 

rate and magnitude of an event. For rockfalls, the general pattern detected from their 

frequency-magnitude distribution is approximated by a negative power law. Our analysis 

of the TLS-derived rockfall inventory of 316 events detected over 5.2 years (February 

2012 – April 2017) show a power law distribution with exponent ƅ value of 0.61-0.72. 

When extrapolated, this relationship predicts the occurrence of a rockfall event of 1000 

m3 to be every 3.34-6.40 years. This prediction was confirmed by the occurrence of a 

large rockfall (>3000 m3) in November 2018. Our results are in agreement within error 

with those obtained by Strunden et al. (2015) which were based on the analysis of a TLS-

derived inventory of 122 rockfalls over 1.5 years. These results support hypothesis 3 

by showing that short-timescale observations indicate no statistically significant difference 

between TLS observations averaging over 1.5 versus 5.2 years. Therefore, short 

observation periods may be sufficient for establishing frequency-magnitude relationships 

and hazard characterization with TLS in similar settings.   

Based on the above TLS rockfall inventory, the spatially averaged short-term (5.2 

years) wall retreat rates are 0.03-0.08 mm/yr. These rates are significantly lower than the 

averaged long-term rates (0.33 mm/yr over ~11 ka) obtained from talus volume 

measurements. Three possibilities for these differences are: (1) short-term rates exclude 

large rockfall events and mainly reflect frequent small events, (2) long-term rates reflect 

periods of enhanced rockfall activity. This is typical of deglaciated settings where stress 

release due to unloading and debuttressing of the rockwall following deglaciation has 

been shown to increase rockfall activity. (3) Enhanced rockfall activity can also be the 

effect of frost-shattering caused by climatic oscillations in the past 11 ka. These 

observations support hypothesis 4, and shed lights on post-glacial erosion and the 

role of rockfalls in the evolution of alpine landscapes.   

 

5.2   Outlook and future work 
 

In the past few decades, technological developments have contributed new tools for 

geohazards investigations in both space and time. These tools have generated a large 

amount of data that can be used to investigate mountain building processes and 

associated hazards over different spatial and temporal scales. All four studies in this 

dissertation use published and new datasets relevant to geohazards in order to document 
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the spatial and temporal patterns in geohazard datasets and to identify potential factors 

influencing these patterns.  

While the relational Quaternary fault database provides constraints on the spatial 

location of earthquake hazards within the India-Asia collision zone, it reveals several 

issues that future studies should aim to address. These issues are rooted in fault data 

collection methods, reporting, representation and limitations. There currently exists no 

standard guideline for documenting and reporting fault position data, fault attributes (e.g., 

slip rates) and their associated uncertainties. For many of the faults in the India-Asia 

collision zone, fault geometries are poorly constrained, making only two-dimensional 

representations of fault traces possible. This leaves out potentially active nonplanar faults 

and those that are concealed beneath the Earth’s surface (i.e., blind faults). Additionally, 

the instrumental, historical, and paleoseismic records of earthquakes for this region are 

shown to be short, incomplete, and sometimes inaccurate. Therefore, caution is required 

when assuming that these records can accurately sample a fault’s seismic cycle and its 

fluctuations. To address these issues, we suggest that future studies related to 

earthquake hazards in the region focus on consistent documentation and reporting of fault 

related data, evaluation and improvement of historical archives, expansion of 

paleoseismic studies, and densification of geodetic network where fault geometry and 

deformation rates remain poorly constrained. Earthquake hazard maps face similar 

limitations, and only after recent devastating earthquakes (e.g., 2008 Wenchuan 

earthquake), their poor performance were revealed and explained. Objective analysis and 

testing of hazard maps as well as clear communication of uncertainties embedded in 

hazard map predictions with target users are essential steps in making them more useful 

to those who benefit from them. 

Similarly, the analysis of GPS and Quaternary fault slip rates from the India-Asia 

collision zone shows how inconsistencies in calculating and reporting slip rate values and 

associated uncertainties contribute to the observed disparity between these rates. 

Therefore, development of reporting guidelines for calculating and reporting slip rates is 

not only of value to future seismic hazard studies but also allows for a more accurate 

comparison between results from different studies. This analysis calls for future studies 

to further investigate the deformation rates associated with specific Quaternary faults 

(e.g., Chaman, Karakorum and Talas Fergana faults) and specific Quaternary dating 

methods in order to distinguish between correct rates and those that reflect true 

temporal/spatial variations. Hence, we highlight slip rates values that should be treated 

with caution, and factors that should be taken into account when comparing rates from 

different methods.  

The latter part of this study (section 4.3 and 4.4) provides new insights into post-

glacial erosion and the evolution of the deglaciated Lauterbrunnen Valley in the Bernese 

Alps. Although this dissertation extends the observation duration of the TLS-derived 
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rockfall inventory by more than 4 years, several questions remain unresolved. While 

present-day rockfall activity appears to be widely distributed around the valley and 

correlate with freeze-thaw cycles (Strunden et al., 2015) and vegetation cover (Brehm, 

2013; Ott, 2017), the spatial and temporal distributions of long-term rockfall activity and 

potential triggering factors remain unclear. Though debuttressing of rockwall following 

deglaciation and/or frost-shattering due to climatic oscillations in the past 11 ka have been 

suggested to enhance rockfall activity following deglaciation, it remains unclear if these 

factors affected (or continue to affect) the long-term rockfall activity in the Lauterbrunnen 

Valley. Future studies combing TLS data with cosmogenic surface exposure dating of 

rockfall scars as well as those at the bottom of the walls (following an approach developed 

by Domènech et al., 2018) may shed light on rockfall activity and possible triggering 

mechanisms in the past 11 ka.    

The TLS-derived rockfall inventory covers an observation duration of ~5 years. This 

observation time can be extended further back in time using historical archives. Evidence 

of past rockfall events (e.g., large individual boulders) are common throughout the valley. 

However, data related to these events are sparse and often descriptive. This is one 

research area where future studies can significantly contribute to. Historical archives can 

be improved by detailed documentation of location and timing of large individual boulders 

that are deposited beyond the base of the talus slopes. Quaternary dating methods such 

as cosmogenic surface exposure dating (36CL) and dendrogeomorphological techniques 

can be applied to constrain the timing of these events. On the basis of in situ observation, 

historical reports, and/or techniques such as photogrammetry, boulder volumes can be 

constrained. Combining historical rockfall events with recent events increases the 

completeness of rockfall inventory which is essential for constructing a robust frequency-

magnitude relationship.  

Similar to historical events, reconstruction of talus deposits, volumes and long-term 

rockwall retreat calculations can benefit from a more quantitative assessment. Ott (2017) 

inferred the long-term rockwall retreat rate based on simplified geometries of talus 

deposits with little information about the underlying topography. Since no absolute date 

is available for the timing of last deglaciation in the Lauterbrunnen Valley, those obtained 

for neighboring valleys were assumed. Similarly, mean values for bedrock and talus 

density from previous studies conducted in similar settings were used. To more accurately 

document the long-term rockwall retreat rates in the Lauterbrunnen Valley, we suggest 

that future studies focus on more quantitative measurements of talus morphology, 

volumes, timing of talus accumulation, and talus material density. 

As shown in this dissertation, accurate and substantially complete datasets are key 

to our understanding of the spatio-temporal dynamics and evolution of mountain 

landscape as well as mapping and monitoring mountain hazards. However, for 

geohazards datasets to be useful scientifically and societally, they should be usable and 
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used by diverse users. In the past three years, our fault database has provided up-to-date 

information on Quaternary faulting and seismicity within the India-Asia collision zone. The 

database is currently used by the global science community for a wide range of research 

studies. For example, our fault trace datasets have been used to constrain fault geometry 

and rupture behavior of recent earthquakes in the Pamir (Bie et al., 2018; Sangha et al., 

2017), and to reconstruct and characterize historical and paleo-earthquakes in the Fann 

and Tien Shan mountains (Deev et al., 2018; Owczarek et al., 2017; Patyniak et al., 2017). 

Other studies that have utilized our fault trace dataset relate to geothermal energy (Magsi, 

2018), denudation rates (Grin et al., 2018), geodesy (Perry et al., 2019), and tectonic 

evolution (Glorie et al., 2019; Komatsu, 2016) of the India-Asia collision zone. 

Additionally, our fault slip rate data have been used to constrain regional kinematic and 

dynamic models (Flesch et al., 2018; Jay et al., 2017 and 2018).  

While academics are using the database for research investigations, it is not clear if 

(and how) the database engages the nonacademic users. Despite encouraging all users 

to submit new content and/or feedback via the website email or by completing the online 

feedback form on the website, very few use these services and those that do are 

academic users. Other feedback collection approaches such as short surveys and 

usability tests are necessary. The feedback data can then be analyzed for identifying 

trends in database usage and for making the database more useful to nonacademic 

users.
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Appendix A:  Location of data files  
 

This appendix indicates the location of data files created during the PhD project and 

stored on the server of the Earth Surface Dynamics group at the University of Tübingen. 

 

A.1   Manuscripts 
   

All papers and manuscripts presented in section 4 of this dissertation are located at:  

/esd/esd01/docs/solmazm/papers 

 

where the subfolders for the different manuscripts exist (/paper_1, /paper_2, /paper_3, 

/paper_4). In each subfolder, files containing the text, figures, tables, and the 

correspondence during the review process are stored. These files are stored in folders 

titled: /text, /figures, /tables, /review.   

 

A.2   Datasets & Source Codes 
 

Several datasets and source codes have been generated during this PhD project: 

 

All datasets and documentations related to section 4.1 of this dissertation (Quaternary 

fault database) are located in the following folders:  

 ArcGIS files: /esd/esd01/share/arc/central_asia/solmaz  
with the following relevant subfolders:  

 Final ArcMap: /database_arcmap/  
 Earthquake data: /points/earthquakes 

 

 ASTER DEM and other background files: 
/esd/esd01/share/arc/central_asia/Roland/CentralAsia 
with the following subfolders: 

 ASTER DEM: /final/ 
 Country boundaries: /Country Boundaries/data0 

 

 Database source code files:  
/esd/esd01/docs/solmazm/dissertation/source_code/fault_database 

 Also available on ESD GIT Server: https://esdynamics.geo.uni-
tuebingen.de/git/willi/openfaults 

 

All datasets and documentations related to section 4.2 of this dissertation (Review of 

GPS and Quaternary fault slip rates) are located in the following folders:  

 ArcGIS files: /esd/esd01/share/arc/central_asia/solmaz  
 Final ArcMap: /database_arcmap/  

https://esdynamics.geo.uni-tuebingen.de/git/willi/openfaults
https://esdynamics.geo.uni-tuebingen.de/git/willi/openfaults
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 Slip rate analysis source code:  
/esd/esd01/docs/solmazm/dissertation/source_code/slip_rate_analysis 

 The latest version is also available on ESD GIT Server: 
https://esdynamics.geo.uni-tuebingen.de/git/willi/ 

 

All datasets and documentations related to section 4.3 of this dissertation (Quantifying 

rockfall frequency-magnitude relationships and wall retreat rates) are located in the 

following folders:  

 

 TLS campaign data: /esd/esd02/data/lidar_data_vol1/Switzerland/Lauterbrunnen/ 
 Raw TLS data and photos:  /raw data 

 

 JRC Reconstructor project files: 
/esd/esd02/data/lidar_data_vol1/Switzerland/Lauterbrunnen/archive_smohadjer_
JRC_proj  

 

 Rockfall frequency-magnitude analysis source code: 
/esd/esd01/docs/solmazm/dissertation/source_code/rockfall_frequency_magnitu
de    

 The latest version is also available on ESD GIT Server: 
https://esdynamics.geo.uni-
tuebingen.de/git/willi/FrequencyMagnitudeAnalysis 

 TLS fieldwork files (e.g., scan positions and equipment checklist): 
/esd/esd02/data/lidar_data_vol1/Switzerland/Lauterbrunnen/Documentation 

 

A.3   Dissertation Files   
 

Files used to create this dissertation are located at: 

 /esd/esd01/docs/solmazm/dissertation  

 

where the subfolders for text and figures used for creating this dissertation exist (/text, 

(/figures).  

 

References for section 1-3 and 5 of this dissertation are accessible via Ehlers ESD Group 

Library on Zotero: 

 /regions/ and the following subfolders: Central Asia, Alps Europe, Lauterbrunnen 

 /geologic hazards/ and the following subfolders: active_faults and mass_wasting 

(/power_law)   

 and others such as /database/, /remote sensing/, /teaching/, and /not geology/ 

 

https://esdynamics.geo.uni-tuebingen.de/git/willi/openfaults
https://esdynamics.geo.uni-tuebingen.de/git/willi/openfaults
https://esdynamics.geo.uni-tuebingen.de/git/willi/openfaults

